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looking for something happening to Huerta's goat.
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were in latitude 48.50 north, longitude
35.06 west.
When we arrived near
the rebels entered Torreon in good
the Voluturno we found her com- MANY OEFUTIES
ARRESTED order and at the outset of the occupletely on fire. The fire apparently
pation there w.as no looting. They
TWO-HI- T
had arisen from a violent explosion
were commanded by Generals Villa,
ONE
HUNDRED
TEN
JAILARE
in the forward part of the vessel and
Pereyea, Tomas Urbina and Panfllo
ED FOLLOWING WARNING
this explosion had killed a number of
Natera.
,
I
TO THE EXECUTIVE
15
passengers and sailors.
OF
Provisional President Huerta ap"Eleven steamers gathered in the
pears to regard the loss of Torreon
neighborhood of the disaster, which
as of. no particular moment from a
.took place during a violent storm PROMINENT';:. SENATOR GONE military point of view.
blowing in from the northwest with
Generals Under Arrest
the sea breaking high.
The federal generals Bravo, Man-gui- a
ADMINISTRATION IS ACCUSED OF
"Two of the boats of the Grosser
and Escudero, who were at TorHAVING MADE AWAY WITH
Kurfurst were lowered and kept at
arrived here today by a special
reon,
Mid-Atlant- ic
SENOR DOMINGUEZ '
All work during the whole night from 9
(train under arrest. They are to be
o'clock in the evening until 3:15 in
brought before a military court to
the morning. It was almost ImpossiMexico City, Ott. 11 Both branches answer for the evacuation of Torreon.
ble for them to approach the wreck of the Mexican national
A persistent rumor was current in
congress were
and the rescue of those on board the declared suspended' late last night by the federal capital today that the
Volturno was possible only when they President Huerta,
town of Mazatlan had been taken by
jumped overboard.
The declaration was made after 110 the rebels.
"A boat was lowered from the Vol members of the chamber of
deputies
turno with five men who were caved', had been arrested and lodged in the
Legislators Are Released
VALUE but the boat sank Immediately afterPROVE TO BE OF LITTLE
LIFEBOATS
BOTH CLUBS PUT UP EXCELLENT EXHIBITION
penitentiary for signing a resolution
Washington, Oct. 11. State departward.
of warning to General Victoriano
"The total of those rescued from the Huerta because of the disappearance ment advices from Mexico City Jate
was 623 and of these 86 passen- of the senate for Chiapas, Dr. Beli-sar- today announced that the 110 memThose That Are Not Dashed Against Sides of the Ship and De- ship two
bers of the Mexican chamber of dep- McGraw'sMen Make Two Errors, While Mack's Crew Err Only
gers,
ship's officers, one engineer
Dominguez. ,
Two
In
Fail
uties
Water
Take
to
Are
Broken
or
who were thrown into prison
the,
16
and
Properstroyed
sailors, making a total of 10b,
A proclamation was issued just be
Once, When Plank Drops an Easy Popfly, Which, Had It Been
last
by order of Provisional
were
night
on
taken
Kurboard
the
Grosser
fore midnight calling for new elections
ly, Their Rising Becoming Entranced in Vessel's ProCaught, Would Have Prevented the Giants from Scoring
President Huerta, were released to-furst.
of senators and' deputies on October
More
Craft
the
Thus
Seriously Embarrasing
,
pellers,
day.
"Two full boat loads from the
Today's Contest Ends the Series, Nothicg Beisg
26, which date is coincident, with the
Huerta Asked to Resign
Two Boatloads of People Lost Somewhere
are being sought for, but it is presidential elect .on.
Left to be Done But Divide the Proceeds,
. Additional advices to the e.ite 0a
j,robable that they will not be found.
'
The dissoTu,!nu''f
in the Raging Gale
itin partnient were t at in the turbulence
Vaich r,.c.k AH Records
'
One. hundred, persons from the Vol- gress wJ "based i'f
I
t
an
i
turno are missing.
of f Tfs.
The Carmania patlon by the dofpunes and senaturj
".
Captain Barr of the Carmania then and La Touraine are searching in the of the prerogatives of the chief legis- a petition was tiiculalod ra&.iitr on
v
Fishguard, Oct. 11. Fire in a ragl'oiu fuunua,
S
yorlw Oct, 11,f
on Thurs- maneuvered his big vessel very close vicinity of the scene of the disaster. lative in the matter of Senator Domln- Provisional President Huerta' to
ing storm in
ine
V
Philadelphia
Athletics,
THE
pennant
SCORES
.
and
all
arrest-iedthe
were
"The
signers
shipwrecked passengers and guez.
winners of the American league, are
day destroyed the liner Volturno on to the .Volturno and finally got the
October 7 Philadelphia,
;
her voyage from Rotterdam to New Carniania's bow within 100 feet of crew on board the Grosser Kurfurst
The dissolution of the national con
the world's series champions of 1913.
New York, 4.
at
are
well
Knoxville, Tenn.,
cared for and have gress was not wholly unexpected in
Secretary Bryan
being
York with a, loss of life of either 136 the Volturno's stern. It was found
October 8 Philadelphia.
Defeating the New York Giants by a
0;
or 236 of her passengers and crew. impossible, however, to cast a line on been provided with proper accommo- political circles, but the fanner of its today wfls kept constantly advised of score of 3 to 1 today the Athletics capNew York, 3.
Ten. other liners, called by wireless to board the Volturno or to get anybody dations.. We are proceeding."
accomplishment served to demonstrato the developments. It was thought tured their fourth victory of the series.
October 9 Philadelphia,
8;
the length to which the pexoutive Possible that he might hasten his re-- The National league pennant winners
the rescue, were standing by impo- off her.
New York 2
was prepared to go to maintain his return to Washington, reaching here won one game. Plank's marvelous
tent to avert the tragedy owing to
It was a terrifying sight for pasOctober 1Q Philadelphia,
;
It is pitching today when he held the
the mountainous seas. Again the sengers and crew of the Carmania
grasp" on the administrative affairs of tomorrow instead of Monday.
New York, 5.
wireless played a leading part in the to see so close to them the hundreds
TROOPS the nation. The capital was alive unlikely that the American govern- - Giants to two hits makes him the
October 11 Philadelphia,
3;
take any BteP8 ln the sltua pitching hero of the world's series
with rumors this morning, one of them,mnt
of passengers, including women and
drama.
New York, l.
4.;
before
means
Volturno
on
cabin,
of
to
the
the
the
and
deck
the effect that three depu-- Uon, however,
Tuesday's
children,
By its
through
being
games. Last Wednesday on the Phil
of the Clubs
Standing
J
heroism of those who responded to and yet unable to help them.
ARE WITHHELD ties arrested last night, who were et meeting.
adelphia field Plank shut out the
'
Won Lost Pet
most active in promoting the "clash j
the call the lives of 521 of those on
Captain Barr of the Carmania in
Giants for nine Innings only to lose
Washington Is Anxious
4
Philadelphia
1
.goo
with Huerta, have disappeared.
board the Volturno were saved.
the meanwhile kept his wireless apcontest in the tenth. The AthNew York
I 1 .TU0
Huerta's arrest of 110 deputies of the
The Volturno was owned by the paratus at work communicating with GOVERNOR
Senator Dominguez, whose attack
letics' left hander never was in better
REFUSES TO ALLOW
Mexican
followed
congress,
by the
on the provisional nresldent in the the
Canadian Northern Steamship com- all the vessels within the radius of
standform, his bewildering cross-fir- e
THEM TO QUELL STRIKE
senate was the starting point of the prorogation of both houses of that ing the Giants on their heads. Had easily
pany, but had been chartered to the his instruments. At 4 o'clock in the
making; third. Oldring Ecored
TROUBLE
Uranium line
afternoon the Grosser Kurfurst and
row, has not come to light, He is said body, has put administration officials not Plank muffed1 a
with a when Burns
pop
fly
Baker'a eacrifice
athere
No
in
state
a
of
anxiety.
to have prepared for eventualities in
Officials of the latter company de- Seydlitz came in sight and these two'
double playyp sight the Giants would fly. Burns made a wild throw to the
Oct. 11. An unconfirmed
Denver,
to
the
view
the
that
tempts
disguise
oa
were joined later by the Kronland,
clared this morning that those
advance. Having determined1 on his
have gone scoreless through the game. plate, the ball going over McLean's
reached here at noon today
line of conduct, he made his will and developments of the last 24 hours
board included 24 cabin and 540 steer- the Devonian, Rappahannock, Minne- report
Mathewsoh also pitched superb, ball head. Collins went to second oa the
a
that
second clash occurred this
in Mexico City have precipitated what
bade his familv and fri
age passengers and a crew of 93, apolis, La Touraiae and the Asian.
and
after the third Inning held the wild heave. Herzog took Mclnnia
between
mine
strikers
and
is
the
most
serious situation
Probably
Tho .mpvmp
At about 9 o'clock in the evening, mcrning
making a total of 657. The wireless
Athletics
safely. The Philadelphia smash and threw to Doyle, who touchat Oakview, near Laveta. A seat
a
in the senate and the disappear- - since Huerta took office.
when the darkness was at its black- guards
dispatches received from the
club
its three runs In the ed out Collins. One run, two hits, one
garnered
rrnueet
from
Triat
Sheriff
The greater part of the large body
Grishani
said that C21 had been saved est, flames burst through amidships
ance from his residence at a local hofirst
and
third
innings. After the error.
and 236 had lost their lives. This of the Volturno from her engine rooms nidad to use the militia in aiding his tel of Senator Belisaro Dominguez, of troops that have been maintained game
New York Plank's first
McGraw
strolled over
Manager
in
pitch was
in the capital have been sent nortfj
deputies
serving processes was
makes a total of 757, or just 100 more and coal bunkers.
representing the state of Chiapas', was
to the Athletics' bench and congratu- a ball knee high. After two halls and
tiled.
the
thus
Mexico
and
rebellion,
than the number on board as given
what precipitated the heated debate against
As the fire lighted up tli3 sky there
lated Connie Mack. The Philadelphia two strikes had been called Plank
at the chamber of deputies' secret City is left with a comparatively small rooters swarmed down on the diamond and Collins had a conference
followed an explosion which sent into
by the company.
In ihf
in
Huerfano County
..! session. The debate resulted in a garrison.
Fight
Checking from all available sources, the air burning wreckage like a flight
and bore Eddie Plank across the field pitcher's box. Herzog went out on a
A
11.
Oct.
clash
Colo.,
Trin'dad,
'
however, would indicate that an er- of rockets.
warning being conveyed to President
thous- fly to Murphy, plank worked coollv
on their shoulders. Thirty-fivbetween mine guards and strikers; Huerta by unanimous vote of the
Battle Near Laredo
s
ror in the wireless transmission of the j At 9:20 o'clock the wireless
body
and deliberately, as if there was no
saw
the
and
game.
people
had been made and that the tor on board tho Volturno had to turn took place near Laveta in Huerfano that unless the deupties were given
New York Giants stood on their reason to conserve all his energy.
11. A battle beThe
Oct.
Tex.,
Laredo,
lower total, 136, is' correct.
over the connection of his instruments county early this afternoon. Mora assurances of their personal safety tween Mexican federals and constitu- last lirie of entrenchments today and Doyle went out,
Barry to Mclnnia, on
,
When the Carmania reached the to the reverse batteries, as the fire than 100 shots were exchanged, no
tionalists, which was begun yester- depended on Christy Mathewsoii to a lightning fielding play In which Baron
r.ne
were
hit.
Guards
their
the
Volturno at noon she had reached the boilers and engine
being
than ln the capitol.
vicinity of
day, is- - reported in progress today repulse the attack of the Philadelphia ry took the ball on the run behind
''
found the forward end of the aistress- - room and had put the pumps and dy way to Oakview mine with strike', senator Domta'gneg " dropped from 50
miles south of here. Federals at Athletics, who need only one more the pitcher's box. Fletcher went cut
ed vessel burning fiercely. The flam- namos out of action.
breakers, according to reports.
6lgllt yesterday, following his speech
uevo Laredo admitted five dead, in- game to make them world's chajn- - on a long fly, which Oldring took up
At daybreak the Volturno. was still
ing ship was at the same time roll- In the senate chamber early
. j made
near the fence. No runs, no hits, no
cluding one lieutenant, in yesterday's pious of 1913.
'
ing heavily, while her propellers were floating with her human cargo
this month, attacking the policies of
,
Thirty-fivthousand or more peo- errors.
and many more were todav
fighting,
with tackle used in lowering deled in masses in her poop. The
K. C. INITIATION
"Provisional president Huerta.
'
' Second Inning
reported killed on both sides. One ple came out to the Polo grounds to
her six lifeboats.
sea had moderated considerably and
The only information obtained by hundred and
Albuquerque, Oct 11. Elaborate
view the battle.
e
Philadelphia
Ameriran
seventy-fivDoyle
tossed
out
It was learned by the captain of a flotilla of boats gathered round preparations have been made by the the committee appointed by the cham- "We may give you a chance to look Strunk at first. Mathewson's
lopbig
the Carmania that only two out of the stern of the Volturno. Shortly local Knights of Columbus for the ber of deputies to Investigate his dis- refugees from Torreon are said to be
two new P'tchers today," said ping drop curve was In
marooned on trains by burned brids-'ove- r
fine working
six lifeboats had succeeded in getting, afterwards the remaining passengers notable initiatory ceremonies to be
appearance was from Senator Domin- - es near
big Ira Thomas, the Athletics' catcher. order. Barry went out on a iiiprh fly
Monterey.
safely away from the Volturno. The and crew were eaved.
held at the Elks' theater beginning at guez's little son, who said
a po"There Is Brown and Shaw key, who to Murray, Schang faced Mathewson
other four, crowded with passengers
,
eV'crk Sunday afternoon, when a liceman had tikcn his father away
have yet to show their pitching wares. for the first time in the series.
Citizen
American
Shot
and members of the crew, had smashSchang
class of about 30 candidates will We from the hotel.
,
Reports All but Seventeen Lost
Either one will give Matty a run, and got an Infield single which bounded
ed against the side of the vessel and
captain of inducted into various degrees of the
Tho number of Spaniards who lent
Bremen, Oct. il.-T- he
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 31 P. K. Lucke, we can use Plank if necessary."
off Matty's glove. 'Plank
all their occupants had been thrown the Grosser Kurfurst, in a wireless order.
popped cnr.
their lives when Torreon was taken general superintendent of the Penoles
Mathewson and McLean were an- to ITer'zos. No runs, one
Into the sea and drowned.
hit, no erState Deputy F. A. McClernon of from the federal troops by the rebels smelter at MaprmI, Durango, has nounced as the
report of the Volturno disaster, says
for New Yolk rors.
battery
In spite of the terrific gale raging! the total of those rescued was 73.
!
Las Cruces, assisted by other proml-- has dwindled to nine Instead of the reached Marfa with 40 American refu- and Plank and
New York McGraw made a
Schang for the Athwhen she arxlved near the Volturno
The report adds that two full boat- - nent Knights, will be in charge of the GO or 70 at first reported. A Mexican, gees from the Mexican mining camp. letics.
to Umpire Kleni tlwt Hank
the captain of the Carmania had one loaTTs from the Volturno were still be- - degree work, a notable feature of who asserts that he was
present in The party left, before the reported
First Inning
wr.s shifting bis .feet from tho lt?
of his lifeboats lowered to help in, ing sought for at the time the dis-- which will be the exemplification of Torreon
rebefci
whenthe
entered, killing of Samuel Winger, assistant
Philadelphia The crowd pave a while making his
the rescue.
pat;h was sent, but it was improbable the third degree.
arrived here today and' says that al- superintendent of mines.
cheer when Matty walked out to
b!j
did V.rtt
After two hours' battle with the they would be found.
Following the formal ceremonies. together only 13 persons were tilled
Chinese refugees who left after the the mound. Murphy singled on the claim. apparently
Baker threw cut
waves, during which the lifeboat lost
i'a
The full text of the report of the
banquet is to be served in the Elks' when the city was taken, nine Span-lard- s killing of Weinger arrived in El Paso first ball pitched, Fletcher
being bare- first. Baker's f'.r ..
Mi'
all but tnree or ner oars, tne lifeboat captain of the Grosser Kurfurst was banquet hall, preparations being made
and four Mexicans. They were today, coming in through Presidio, ly abl.e to reach the hall with his Innis from
.1
the ha.
returned to the Carmania, which she! as follows:
for at least 125 guests. In addition shot for failing to deliver money and Tex. They confirm the
killing of the ungloved hand. Murphy was forced at Mclnnis, who caught
bin
succeeded In making without loss of! "We received the appeals for help to State Deputy McClernon, a score
goods demanded by the rebels as American, and say they left the town second' when Mathewson
took'
over tbe boxes
the
life or broken limbs among the mem-- , from the Volturno on Thursday at or more of prominent
from
"loans."
knights
immediately after the rebels had put
'
bunt, tossing to F'rtcher.
hers of her crew.
'i o'clock in the afternoon while we all parts of the state are expected.
The same messenger declared that ft'eingor to death.
lins shot a single to right, Oldrinp
fC"nHi!!.'i on TVv
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER

no democratic
member, and therefore nobody to represent them in the
caucus. All that remains
to them is a seat on the floor and the
caucus has made that equivalent to an
empty chair. In such states a member articulates a, speech to a majority
pledged to vote down amendments,
no matter what. A congressman thus
situated is not admitted to the caucus,
and on the floor is confronted with
action already taken. Ho can speak WOMAN IS ACCUSED OF MURDERinto the Congressional Record, but
ING HER HUSBAND, A REthat also is reduced to a poor trumpTIRED ADMIRAL
ery thing, not containing the real proceedings. They are found only in the
Boston, Oct. 11. The case of Mrs.
caucus, which is not reported at all. Jennie May Eaton, charged with the
Only one party participates in them, niurder of her husband, Rear Admiral
and only a junta has any real influ- Joseph Giles Eaton, at Assinippi, their
ence there. It is rather an abject con- summer home, is to come up for trial
S1MXIAL SOCIAL SUNDAYS dition for the congress of the United next
Tuesday at a special session of
States of America, as formerly carried the superior court at which Chief JusA suggested calendar of social Sun- on, an
equal and distinct part of the tice Aiken will preside. The trial
05 days has just been completed by a government
will be held at Plymouth, Mass.,
IB special conference committee appointO
where Mrs. Eaton has been in jail
65 ed to study this subject In the calenever since
indictment and arrest
be fourteen

governors, many members of congress, practical farmers
and foreign delegates. From the latESTABLISHED 1879.
ter, especially, our people have much
to learn. Six buildings will be devot, Published By
ed to an exhibition of crops grown in
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the region of little rainfall, and
(Incorporated.)
eighty acres will be used for a show
of farm machinery and demonstration
has
EDITOR of tillage methods. Much interest
M. M. PADGETT.
been taken in agriculture by dynamite and some very impressive results
have been reported, but the
m- ft
methors seek; the same ends
less
forceful and less, expensive
by
conclusions of this gathmeans.
The
Last
at
fct
the posloffiee
Entered
ering will be well worth watching.
Las Vrfgas, New Merico, for
through the United States
malls is second class matter.
trans-missio-

THE EATON TRIAL
WILL BE BEGUN
TUESDAY

11, 1913.
"SAB

Store Closed Saturday Until Six O'clock

.

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

4

41

tain
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11. The state
corporation commission has received
from the Santa Fe railroad a notification that on November 13, there will
enter the state at Texico, an agricultural demonstration train. Four days
will be spent in eastern New Mexico
on the Pecos valley lines, and the
train will return to Texas at Texico.
While it is in the state experts will
give lectures to farmers along the lino
on "Dairying and Silos," "Feed Crops
and Better Farming," "Poultry" and
"Domestic Science."
Board Completes Work
The state board of equalization has
finished its work, the Santa Fe railroad's appeal from San Juan county
having been decided in favor of the
railroad. The holdings supposed to
be coal land in this county were reduced to $3 for full value and this
means the paying of taxes on a ?1
valuation. They had previously been
assessed by the San Juan county as
sessor at $15. The office force of the
traveling auditor's office is now working on the revised summaries of the
various counties, in order that the
taxable value of each county may be
certified to the collectors and the
state auditor.
Pardoned from Reform School
Governor McDonald has Issued a
complete pardon to Alfredo Martinez
a youth who was sentenced in April,
1911, to a three year term in the reform school from Santa Fe county.
About two and' a half years of the
sentence had been served.

Both sides are said to
the trial, which is certo attract a great deal of attenA large number of witnesses
be called and it is quite probable
the trial will last for several

in March last.
be ready for
tion.
will

that

weeks.

Rear Admiral Eaton had been on
the retired list for many years and
had lived a quiet life at Assinippi, in
tional Association for the Study and
the town of Norwell, raising chickens,
Prevention of Tuberculosis; Orlando
for more than five years preceding his
Mall
for
Subscrip(Cash in Advance
F. Lewis, secretary of the Prison Asdeath on March 8 of this year. For
tions.)
he had lived in Washington, D.
of New York, and Rev. Willsociation
merly
orRemit by draft, check or money
. of the
he occupied a respected
T.
iam
where
secretary
Demarest,
C,
If sent otherwise we will not
der.
in navy and official society,
Home Missions' council. The commitposition
e responsible for loss.
to which his high rank and position
tee has' canvassed all of the various
Specimen copies free on
entitled him. Hi sudden death causassociations that have had or are ined considerable surprise among his
terested in special Sundays for the ob
numerous friends, who had received
servance of these respective move
no intimation that the admiral had
AT ments
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
throughout the churches. As
been in poor health. If his friends
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
work
the
of
commit
a result of the
were surprised by the news of his
PAID FOR
tee, the following calendar has been
death they were even more surprised
r.uggested for 1914, including a numand greatly shocked when they learnholiand
national
ber
of
stated
church
are
Advertisers
uarajiteed the
ed that two days after his death the
New Year's Sunlargest duily and weekly circulation days: January 4,
admiral's
body was quietly buried at
Sunf any newspaper In northern New day; January 23, Child Labor
his former home, and that
Dracut,
Lincoln's
8,
Suhday;
day; February
Mexico.
there were no religious or military
February 22, Washington's Sunday;
services at the grave. Only the un1!),
April 12, Easter Sunday; April
dertaker, the widow and one of her
TELEPHONES
Sabbath Observance Sunday; May
daughters from a former marriage,
..Main
6uinB8 Office
10, Mother's Sunday; May 17, Peace
and
several newspaper reporters were
Main
News Department
Sunday; May 24 or 31, Memorial Sunpresent at the funeral. The reporters
day; June 14, Children's Sunday;
gave graphic descriptions of the
June 28, Independence Day Sunday;
frneral and1 pointed to the remarkable
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1913.
September 6, Labor Sunday; October
absence of every military and naval
Prison Sunday; November 22.
25,
honor to which the deceased would
DKT FARMING
Thanksgiving Sunday; November 29
have been entitled by veason of his
to December 6, Tuberculosis Day:
high rank and brilliant record.
It is not always the things that December 20, Christmas
Sunday.
There was so much mystery in the
make the most immediate apeal to
Commenting on the situation, the
death of the admiral and in the manof
the interest of the public that are
committee says: "One of the results
ner in which his body was buried
the niont Importance. This month of this investigation was the revelait excited comment and suspicthat
the annual session of the Internation- tion that the number of special social
ion. An investigation was begun
al Dry Farming Congress will be held Sundays now being observed on a nawhich
brougjit trjjigh such peculiar
at Tu Ira, Oklahoma, and probably net tional scale is much smaller; than has
AMERICAN PRISON CONGRESS
facts that
tyjjy- as ordered and
five ;,er cent of the people of this been
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 11. The the stomacWaKj'Fitestines of the adgenerally supposed, frtily
country have heard or cared jabout special Sundays not specially de prison) riots and strikes which have miral were turned! over for chemical
the i.eoasion, says the Boston 'frans-crln- signated by the calendar ai
pres- occurred in New York, Michigan and analysis to Medical Examiner
Osgood.
ButXie questions with, which ent observed on any considerable other states the past y
will form Although no full
of the result
(f
report
it will concern itself are those that scale throughout the country. These a leading topic of discussion at the of this
examination was ever given
may have an intimate bearing upon the Child Labor Sunday,
Mother's annual convention of the American out for publication, Prof. Whitney of
the world':; production of food
Prison Prison association about to assemble Harvard Medical school, who made
Day, Peace Sunday, Labor,
matter to which no section Sunday and Tuberculosis Day. The in this city. Friends of the prison re- - the
i;
informed the authorities
can be wi"' ly indifferent Thirty na- bther special Sundays in the calendar form movement will endeavor to prove that analysis,
Rear Admiral Eaton had died
tions will w represented and some of given above are all fixed by certain in papers and addresses before the from
poison and on the strength of
them huu: jado much more progress national or religions holidays, such as convention that the riots and insub- this information an
inquest was bethan our vn in making available lor Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day ordination were not due to too much gun, which continued
for some time
production vast portions of the soil or Christmas."
lenience within the prison. The con- and led to the indictment and arrest
(:!at a few years ac;o were regarded
The report of the commitee will be vention opens its sessions tonight of Mrs. Jennie May Eaton, the widow
as barren and worthless. A hopeful submitted to the Federal Council of with addresses of welcome by Govern- of the
admiral, on the charge of havbeginning has been made even in the Churches, representing most of the or Ralston and former Vice President ing poisoned her husband.
United States, and every step in de- Protestant denominations, to the Ro Fairbanks, followed by the annual adThe testimony given at the inquest
velopment along this line adds to the man Catholic church authorities,
president, was of a rather startling and sensato dress of the asspciation
resources of the country.
the Jewish church authorities and to James A. Leonard of Mansfield, O. tional nature and brought to light the
The methods of dry farming have all other church organizations which Among the persons of prominence skeleton in the Eaton closet.
It
been applied to what have been can be interested in this movement. who are scheduled to speak at the was brought to light that at the time
known as the semi-arilands of the The aim of the report is to secure mass meeting tomorrow and the ses when Admiral's Eaton's first wife was
west, but a succession of seasons in the
of all of the churches sions of the coming week are Mrs in her last illness, Mrs. Alnsworth, an
which midsummer droughts have oo-;tne country in movements for" so- Maude Ballington Booth. Miss Julia intimate friend of hers, was visiting
curred has shown the need of it in cial betterment.
Lathrop, Prof. Charles R. Henderson her. Shortly before her death Mrs.
of the University of Chicago, Dr. J.
other parts of the country. In the beEaton, feeling her end near, asked
T. Gilmour of Toronto, and Governors Mrs. Ainsworth to
ginning it was confined to those dec.look after the adFoss of Massachusetts, Cox of Ohio, miral after her death. Admiral
CONGKESS KELIEVUOOF
(ions that received less than twenty
Eaton
of Minnesota, Blease of was under the
Eberhart
"BliAINWORK
inches of rainfall in a year, but it is
impression that Mrs.
South Carolina, and McCreary of Ken- Ainsworth was a widow at
now felt to be needed over a much
the time
The American Prison associa- and did not learn until
one
In
in
tucky.
the
democrats
respect
wider range. Dry farming is another
after he had
in
tion
was
founded in Cincinnati
It is a congress have had an astonishingly
married her in accordance with the
iiauio for tetter farming.
method of cultivation that reduces easy summer. They are no longer re- 1870, and at first inctuded only those wish of his deceased wife, that she
Inhad a husband living and had obtainthe evaporation and establishes a quired to think, says the St. Louis connected with the ordinary penal
stitutions
the
The
United
States.
of
The
caucus
sets their
ed a divorce from him only a few
storage reservoir in the soil upon
draw even nose and they merely follow it. Presi- organization has gradually grown to days before her seccrnd marriage. Mrs.
whirtli - vegetation can
when the rainfall is light or infre- dent Wilson sets the nose of the cau- include those interested in almost Ainsworth had two daughters from
cus by calling in a few leaders to re- every kind of reform or social work, her first
quent, it need not be disdained by
marriage, Mrs. June Ainsfarmers in any part of the country, ceive instructions.; If he tells the and in the last five years has extend- worth Neyes and Dorothy Ainsworth.
After Mrs. Ainsworth's marriage to
In fact it is occasionally employed In chosen few to change their pro- ed to Canada, Mexico and Cuba.
Admiral Eaton there was a great deal
the east, and the benefits of it rarely gram more in the direction of his
TAFT SPEAKS AT ANDOVER
of friction, between the admiral and
fail to be ri; parent It frequently ex- personal views they do it instantly.
All summer nearly all the democats
Andover, Mass., Oct. 11. The
his wife's elder daughter, who seems
plains why one fanner ha3 bountiful in
the present congress have been
celebration of Founders' Day was to have been the
crops, even in a dry season, while
principal cause of
a
in
Lotus land, a legislative brilliantly observed at Phillips Acad trouble in the household.
living
those of his neighbor are Bickly and
Mr. and
Cerebral action has ceased. emy today. A feature of the program Mrs. Eaton
fchrivelled. On a government experi- Nirvana.
adopted a little boy, but
votes In house and sen- was the dedication of a memorial tab- the child died
ment farm in South Africa seventeen Democratic
and at that time Mrs.
ate are reached as simply as if work- - let placed on the site of the first Eaton's daughter
caused a sensation
bushels of whe::t to the acre were
;ed by cash register. A turn of the academy building, where Principal by accusing the admiral of
grown iu"'-- r a registered rainfall of
having
a
caucus crank,
touch of the caucus Eliphalet Pearson began his teaching
poisoned the child. The .charge was!
only half w. inch between seed time
Is the beginning and end of in 1778. Former President
William
button,
found to be untrue, however.
and harvest.
action on the floor. The H. Taft and former Secretary of War
After the death or Tfenr Arlmtrnl
In Vact, dry farming has become legislative
caucus gets there first and leaves no Henry L. Stimson delivered the prin- Eaton Mrs. June
!nIn
Ainsworth Keyes
the
one of the vita problems
more to be .said or done. An amend- - cipal addresses.
made bitter attacks' upon the characu
l'
cre"B
ment offered on the floor goes right
ter of the admiral, repeated the charge
tracts need its rood offices where the tl)rongh
trapdoor
by fte RACE FOR AERONAUTIC HONORS that he had poisoned his
ivi-madopted child
j
normal rainiiiu is iupa wictu
caucus. A democratic member knows
Paris, Oct. 11. TCverytKing Is In and tried to create the
impression
inehre, its irnpertance can be meas- exactly what will take place on the readiness for the annual international that her
had been a vicured by the fact that sixty per cent floor, hq Is strung on caucus wires balloon race that is to start from the tim
of a poisoning mania and had
of the earth's arable area falls into and worked with a turn of the wrist. Tuileries tomorrow.
are 20 made life a burden to her and
, There
her
liiat class, and while not all this can Formerly' congress In session had to entries in, the contest this year, dis- mother.
Her attacks did not have the
be called barr n, it must fall very far think. The caucus has
changed all- tributed as follows: Germany, Austria, desired effect, however, and Mrs.
short of its reasonable possibilities. that
Switzerland and France, three each; Eaton was indicted and committed to
Rev-states are now practically the United States, Italy, England and the Jail at
Among those who will partloinnfe in
Plymouth pending her trial.
ll'e d "'libera lionr- of the eon?rre? will excluded from legislation. They have Belgium, two each.
Although the prosecution has been
t.
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THESE PRICES for CASH ONLY
For Women and Children
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
Per Copy
One Week
One Month
dar 16 Sundays of a national character
One Year
are Indicated, of which six are for the
Dally, by Mall
I6.00 furtherance of social propaganda. The
One Year
3.00 full report is made public from the ofMonths
Blx
fice of the National Association for
the Study and Prevention of Tuber'
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
culosis.
GROWER
The committee which has studied
$2.00 the subject consisted of Phillip
P.
One Year
Blx Months
Jacobs, assistant secretary of the Na-

n

Women's Sweaters in all desirable colors, an
12ic Fast Color Outing Flannel in a variety
excellent
9c
value at $2.50, special
yard
per
patterns,
$1.69
15c Linen Huck Towels, full size and good
Five styles of new tailored waists, this season's goods, made from wash fabrics, worth
weight, an excellent value, only
$1.25.
98o
only.
Three styles of new Net waists in unusually
attractive models, worth $1.50, special. .$! 13
One lot of Corsets, odds and ends and broken
worth $1.00 to $2.50 each, special .59o
lines,
Silk Plaited Hose in Pink, Lt. Blue,. Bronze
and Black, worth 50c, special
34 C One lot of Children's Coats, all good quality,
worth 5 to $12.50, sizes 6 to 12 years,
Women's 65c Union Suits, white, with high
One lot of fast color Dress Ginghams in good
neck, long sleeves and ankle length, special
.44c desirable patterns, 12 yds. for
t
$1.00
of desirable

tic

$3.90

-

8

1

.

and

For Men

Boys

One lot of men's Neckties in
Men's and boy's Sweaters in a'il desirable
'
and Bows, worth 25c, special
colors, worth 65c and 75c, spe ial
4Qo
One lot of men's Shirts, collar attached, a
On Vt of boy's wais-tin a variety of pat- variety of good patterns, worth 65c.
25c terns, worth 50c each, special.
25c
Four-in-hand-

s

7c

s
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Is Coming
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1862

etxremely active in the case scarcely
anything definite is known concerning the proofs which will be offered
for the guilt of the prisoner. It is not
even known whether the authorities
have ever succeeded in locating the
source from which Mrs. Eaton is supposed to have obtained the poison. It
is believed that no attempt will be
made to use the insanity plea in the
case of Mrs. Eaton.
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Weak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much Trouble

The changeable weather of early
fall brings on coughs and colds that
have a weakening effect on the system, and may become chronic. Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
it has a very soothing and healing effect on the irritated and inflamed air
passages, and will help very quickly.
It is a well known family medicine
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
Ked Cross Drug Co.

Adv.

Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
are caused from weak inactive
kidneys, which fail to filter out
the poisons, and keep the blood
MISS BURR'S WEDDING
pure. The only way to
New York, Oct. 11. At the country positively and
permanently cure such troubles is to remove
home of her parents in Lawrence. 1
eJ reason why FoIey
rr?fSeV
Kidney Pills are the best
I., Miss Rosanmond Bur, daughter of
kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
of those healing,
Mr .and Mrs. Winthrop Burr, was
strengthening and restorative
3
needs t0 build UP and renew these immarried today to Albert B. Kerr, son
?t,nature
of the late Senator James Kerr of portant and
organs. See that
for your kidney and bladder troubles.you get Foley Kidney Pills
are tonic in action,
Pennsylvania. A special train conquick to give good results, and contain They
no harmful drugs.
veyed the many guests from this city

S,wft

o Lawrence.

PD CROSS DRUG CO.

O. G. SCHAEFER.
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jungle at practically sea level and a
the action of the New Mexico com
few hundred feet above. It requires
mission for the San Diego exposition
moreover, a considerable outlay to
in requesting the governor to appoint
clear the land, and a year or more
an auxiliary board of women; and
before a cent of revenue may be exOF
A Duty that Every Man Owe to Thote that all federated clubs in the state
pected. Longer time is required for
be urged to
who Perpetuate the Race.
with this board
coffee, which costs more to establish
in
every way possible.
Mil
than bananas, and takes longer to Advice to Expectant Mothers
Women on State Board
come into bearing.
We, the ladies of the women's pro.."To get out mahogany, cedar,
The experience of Motherhood is a trygress club of Springer, recommend
and other woods," continues Mr. ing one to most women and marks disthe following resolutions to the Fed
AUTHORITY ADVISES TAKING NO Harris, "takes capital, and equipment. tinctly an epoch in their lives. Not one NEW MEXICO FEDERATION
OF
eration of Women's clubs at Santa UNKNOWN MAN IS KILLED
. WOMAN'S
To develop the mineral resources re- woman in a hundred is prepared or unCLUBS ENDS AN
CHANCES THERE WITHOUT
HORRIBLE MANNER NEAR
Fe:
I
Ul
NUAL SESSION
CAPITAL
quires money, and lots of it. There derstands how to properly care for herFirst. Resolved that our state reSOCORRO
self.
course
Of
woman
nearly every
is gold in most of the Central AmeriIt Is just us Important tliat men should form school be made as much as posnowadays has medical treatment at such
know
of
progn-ssivIn
methods
advance of
can countries, but generally It is not times, but
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. .11. Selecting
Santa Fe, Oct. 11. That an uniden
motherhood.
many approach the experiThe suffering, pain and dis- sible the ward) of the best women and
of the free milling sort. Very little ence with an
There are no opportunities for
tress incident to
can be easily men of the state and not of men alone tified trapper of bears baited a
organism unfitted for the Silver City as the next meeting place avoided
huge
the man without money, definite
having at hand a bottle of or
placer gold is found, and there must trial of strength, and when it is over and postponing the election of offi Mother's by
the mere spoils of political parties. steel trap with his ownbody and later
Friend.
Those
her
has
a
shock
received
from
excers
mills
lie stamp
aim or special occupation.
until the next meeting on acand processes to
system
This is a wonderful, penetrating, exterSecond. Resolved therefore that we became the prey of wild animals,
who go. to Central America on a
tract it. To get the silver, lead and which it is hard to recover. Following count of the fact that the fiscal year nal application that relieves all tension the members of the
the
State Federation meeting a death as horrible as it Is
upon
mujfcles and: enables them to expand1
upon this comes the nervous strain was
other minerals requires smelters. right
long chance without any or all
changed to commence in October without the painful strain upon the liga- of Woman's clubs ask our
of
for
the
and
a
distinct
child,
governor unique, is. the story brought to Santa
caring
ments. Thus there Is avoided all those nerinstead of March,, the third annual vous
of these equipments, but most
equipment .and much outlay.
change in the mother results.
that he appoint a woman's auxiliary Fe by Charles McCarthy, a rancher
spells ; the tendency to nausea or mornsession of the State Federation of ing sickness Is counteracted,
"The mercantile fiald is filled by
especially money, will regret it.
a
and
bright,
directorate
for this school whose duty from. Socorro, rounty. Mr. McCarthy
is
There nothing more charming than Woman's
sunny, happy disposition la preserved that
Garrard Harris, United States
clubs closed yesterday.
:native merchants and by Germans and a
reflects wonderfully upon the character and It shall be to investigate her resour- told his story to Clement Hightower,
and healthy mother of children,
happy
Commercial Agent.
were adopted, temperament of the little one soon to open ces and to
others who speak the language per-.- t and indeed child-birt- h
SHrong resolutions
under the right
work for her best Inter- interpreter for the United State3
Its eyes In bewilderment at the joy of his
fectly, who have been long in the conditions need be no hazard to health or delegates elected to the national con- arrival.
Veil
ran obtain ' a bottle of ests in all lines; that this board do grand jury, and later went over the
'countries, and who are familiar with beauty. The unexplainable thing is vention, and various minor business "Mother's Friend" at any drug store at all in its
In the presence of a reporter.
power to put us In touch with details
The question as to the opportunities conditions and customs. There are that, with all the evidence of shattered matters disposed of at the final ses- $1.00, and It will be the best dollar's worth,
said:
He
ever
the
Institution
a
you
obtained.
and
to
the
It preserves tho moth,
boys
help
South ncro commission men and mnnufao nerves and broken health resiiitintrfrom sion.
in Panama and Central and
er's health, enables her to make a quick
"I have just come up from Socorro
funds and help see to it that the boys
an unprepared condition, and with amand complete recovery, and thus with re4merica for the young man without tUrers, representatives
"The
third
than
the
annual convention of the newed
where the police are anxious
county
in
be
which
time
to
Rhe
which
women
will easorly devote
strength
ple
taught trades upon
prepare,
they can
capital is asked hundreds of times amount 0f business would seem to will
to find out the identity of the trapper
in going blindly to the trial. Federation of Woman's clubs stands herself to the care and attention which deepnd after'
persist
served
their
have
they
mean so
to the welfare of the child.
monthly, according to United States justify. There is no demand on the
adjourned," said Mrs. V.' J. Fugate. at Write to much
the Bradneld Regulator Co., 129 sentences; that we women shall make who trapped himself while hunting for
Every woman at this time should rely noon.
Commercial Agent Garrard Harris,
Lamar
houses
American
for
native
of
Uldg., Atlanta, Ga., for their valubig bears. The man drove out to the
part
upon Lydia E. Finkham's Vegetable
and Instructive book of guidance for the institution a hel pto the boys and
says the New York Times.
The next meeting of the New Mexico able
Gila
river near old Camp Vincent, 88
Therefore, without arrange. Compound, a most, valuable tonic and
he1p
not a. mere boarding house; in short
expectant mothers.
Get a bottle of MothIt will be asked many times more, nients for business connections before invigorator of the female organism.
tato Federation will be held next Oc- er's Friend
west of Socorro and a more Isomiles
to
the standard of such
bring it up
. now, as the Panama canal nears com-is
man
next to nature place he could
in
tober
Silver
Artesia
foolhardy
extendlated,
City.
young
starting, any
institutions.
In many hordes
ed a cordial invitation to meet there
have picked out in the entire
pletion, Mr. Harris thinks, since many to venture to these countries expect1
hardly
First.
That
this
Third. That we petition the next
Resolved,
unto v:iniuit.tt.i
j
on ing to find something to do. There are now childrenLtici.;
also.
young men are figuring vaguely
"tlearns' with pleasure, the ap legislature to raise the minimum age southwest.
be- - Wf Y'
"Trappei-The delegates to the ciennial con- pointment by his
going to one of the Central or South1 are vastly more chances at home."
usually trap alone, so litcause of the fact
Yy ?
excellency Governor limit of inmates of the Institution tle
is felt that this man drove
American republics, believing with
vention of the National Federation, McDonald of a woman in the
surprise
that Lydia E. Fink
With reference to the Panama
12
seven
to
person from
years.
out to the wilds of New Mexico in a
aod energy they can win out in al Zone Mr. Harris says the average ham's Vegetable
to be held in Chicago next spring, are of Mrs. T. G.
MRS. ELIZABETH MIKESELL,
Rodgers of Las Vegas,
l U 3 U
it
Isl'lJUJULlIIU
lit
with a pair of mules, 'it is eviwagon
Mrs. W. A. Johnson, of Roswell, Mrs. on the board of
;:tv
spite of all handicaps.
person does not. realize how broken
MRS. NELLIE ABREU,
regents of the State
Vtr'
.vvv'.i
wnmpn n c r m n
dent that he was armed to catch the
1. R. McFIe,
"The impression seems to be," says; and hilly the land is, and how
of Santa Fe, and Mrs.
Committee.
University of New Mexico. Believing
and street
fiercest of black bears, judging by the
W. E. Lindsey, of Portales. Mrs. W. that
Mr. Harris, "that the government ed to cultivation. Gatun Lake, he healthy
such appointment will enhance
powerful steel trap he had concealed
3
J.
either
to homestead the
If yon want special ivlvko v.tHs to
plans
Fugate of Las Vegas, as president the efficiency of that body; and be it
says, will cover the valley of the
in the ground. He had chained the
lu- - Lydia E. FiiikUnm Medicine Co. (confacross
of
or
or
the
the
of
New
sell
Mexico
and
Cha?res
the
is
the
strip
isthmus,
river,
holdings
Federation,
further resolved that a vote pi' thanks
Mass.
Your
ler
Id
will
HEADACHY,
idential)
COhTIVE,
Lynn,
great blades to a tree,v a3 is customother delegate.
lease tne land upon such terms as will divlduals in the zone are being acbe extended our governor for his ac
rend and answered by a
ary.
attract immigrants, and that Panama quired by the government as rapidly be opened,
,T. R. McFio, Santa Fe'fl
Mrs.
tion in so doing.
woniau and held in strict confidence.
"And it was this act of precaution
is a sort of Ideal place, where the as possible preliminary to
0!L!0U3,-"CASCAHE- TS"
said "It has been 15 years tince
Second.
Believing that there is
to
.
keep his bear that made it imposI
out.
will in some way guaran-- sating and moving the people
have been a delegate to the national imminent lack of adequate legislation
to get the land in suitable con
sible to get away from the trap after
ly
two
tea every man a livelihood, or at least
the
for
I
for
convention.
quarters
"Except
Ladies, thaak you for on. our statute books regarding social
it was sprung.
an immediate cash market and at thousand or more operatives who will dition for cultivation and thus reduce the honor and I shall attend."
vice in our municipalities, resolved, LIVER AND BOWELS ARE CLOG"Of course, no one saw the accident,
the
cost
of
work.
the
They
pioneering
CLEAN
can
in
the
THEM
with
GED
TONIGHT!
connection
The alternates to the biennial con- that Governor McDonald be requested
pro- be needed
topnotclt prices for what he
but
those who found the trapper's
have
as
their
saved
wages
con- high pric vention at Chicago are Mrs. F. S. to
FEEL BULLY
al and the Panama railroad,"
appoint a commission cTsisting of
ed
and
canal
have
body
expressed the opinion that the
employes
working
zone
"The fact is there are no opportuni- tinues Mr. Harris, "the canal
Ilines, of Tucumcari; Mrs. S. C. Nut- seven persons, four of whom shall be
man had buried his trap and was covties in any of the Central American will be a sort of military reservation, capital plus an intimate knowledge of ter, of Clovis; Mrs. Henry Stoes, of women and who shall be recommend
Get a
box.
it with handfuls of aJobo dirt
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, ering
republics for a man, either young or. This Is an especially bad time to go conditions and the opportunity to get Las Cruces, and Mrs. T. B. White, of ed by this federation as fitted for such
he
when
labor.
grew careless and dropped a
is
The
the
latter
greatest
who
lacks capital. To go there to Panama looking for opportunities,
old,
Silver City.
to investigate conditions coated tongue, foul taste and foul lump of dirt on the
appointment
of
in
all
the
of
development,
trigger just as he
without ample resources
The federation officers will be elect- and who shall report their
usually The bulk of the work has been done problem
breath always trace them to torpid
findings
over
the
bent
machine. The
(hebommis-bacpowerful
country.
k
means an ultimate call on the folks on the canal and the canal
ed next year In the convention at Sil- and
recommendations to the governor liver; delayed, fermenting food in the trap was sprung and the trapper's
"Central America is no place for a ver
home for help to get away, un- - sion is now gradually cutting rtovn
City.
prior to the convening of the next ses- bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
two hands were
fast in Its awless, of course, the person intends to forces and letting go competent men man without a definite aim and 'monThe federation motto:
"And tho sion of the state
Poisonous matter clogged in the In- ful teeth which caught
legislature.
cut
into
his wrists.
well
him
to
to
enable
ey
get
enough
it.
take up a tract of land aid farm
'who have served in clerical, opera-Idesert shall bloom as the rose," was
Third. Resolved that the president testines, instead of being cast out
"There on his knees, leaning over
this event he had better brin:; his tive, mechanical and other capacities, started towards its achievement. For adopted at the morning meting, to- of this federation
into the the
in consultation be of the system is
trap which held him In a. death
labor with him, (or lack, of labor is If there is any chance for work in the all those who contemplate going gether with the watch word,
blood. When this poison reaches the
to
a
to
committee
instructed
appoint
griii, powerless to budge, the unfortuwhat prevents the more rapid (leve- l- republic of Panama these men will there with the hope of being lucky
The New Mexico Federation arrange for a child's welfare exhibit delicate brain tissue it causes con- nate man was found. His clo
hea
and striking something to do or some was
opment of the entire region from Re- - get it.
invited to send delegates to the and better babies contest to be
gestion and that dull, throbbing, sick- were still on, his body, but his face
given
the
can
be
stated
it
that
li?.e to Puerto Hello.
opportunity,
national conference on conservation at the New Mexico state fair in 1914. ening headache.
"Many of the canal employes have
had been mangled by the sharp teih
"While, as a rule, land may be bad acquired land from the republic in woods are full of them. Moreover, to be held next month in tho city of Fourth. Resolved
Cascarets Immediately cleanse the of wild animals, who had discovered
conventhis
that
much
would
most
of
like
them
very
cheaply in Central America. except David District, on the Pacific side,
'.'..'..
Washington..'''.-?- ;
tion does endorse the efforts of the hstomach, remove the sour, undigested the human bait"
on the Canal Zone, and the settlers' where the country is admirably adapt-effect- s to get away, and the only obstacle is
Mrs. J. R. JlcFie presented the com
Mr. McCarthy said there was not a
general federation of women's clubs food &nd foul gases, take the excess
may be brought in free of ed to farming and stock raising, the means of paying steamship pas- plete report of the revision commit- to obtain a more
efficient pure food bile from the liver and carry out all mark on the body or letter of Identifistates.
back
the
to
sage
duty, the problem of clearing and mit- These men have been on the ground
tee in which many important chanees law.
the constipated waste manner arid cation In the pockets of the man to
"All of Central America is develop occurred.
ting the land in cultivation is a se for several years and most of them
These changes will be printlead' to the dlscoverey of his identity.
Fifth.
Recognizing the fact that the poisons In the bowels.
rious one, and calls for considerable tpeak Spanish. They probably have ing now to a wonderful extent and ed in full in the November issue of
A Cascaret tonight
will surely It Is though the
success
of
this
has
convention
trapper's body had
dependmoney.
Moreover, there must be a made arrangements for labor among will continue to develop, but it takes "Council Fires."
ed iin a large measure on the most ex straighten you out by morning. Th y been there for a week or more, Judgun
men
with capital
reserve to support the developer un- the dav laborers of the canal, who capital. When
Mrs. Van Stone's musical program cellent manner in
box ing by Its condition.
which our delegates work while you sleep a
dertake to get out the timber, clear at the
til his land produces something be- pre now being discharged.
opening of the business ses- have been entertained during Its ses- from your druggist means your head
and
sides a weekly payroll."
plant banana plantations, go sion yesterday morning was as fol"Many of these men' holding farm
sions; therefore be it resolved that a clear, stomach sweet and your liver
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
Mr. Harris says banana farming re-- ,
concessions are clubbing togeth- into coffee or cacao, cattle ranching lows:
vote
of thanks be extended, first to and bowels regular for months.Adv.
If you want to contribute directly
s
er and will do much of the work or developing the mineral resources,
quires a tremendous outlay, for
Miserere, II Trovatore, Verdi.
to the occurrence of canillarv hrrm.
Governor and Mrs. McDonald for the
grow best only in the tropical i hcniselves or will employ forces joint-- there will be a limited demand for
chitis and pneumonia use cough mediLargo, Handel.
evening spent at their hospitable
Women
J
Need
competent young men. These openHealth
cines that contain codine. mnrnhtnn.
Overture, Poet, and Peasant, Von home. Also to the Woman's Board of
ana strength
heroin and other sedatives when you
ings will come more, frequently In Suppe.
g
The
work
to
wom nave a cougn or coia. An
of a
Trade, the Santa Fe Woman's club,
the near future, but It should be not
expectorant
The Lost Chord, Sullivan.
the board of regents of the School of an makes a constant call In her like Chamberlain's Cough Remedy M
ed that the men who are backing this
and vitality, and sicknesF what is needed. That cleans out
The resolutions committee present- American
strength
the
Archaeology, the board of comes through her kidneys and blad-de- culture beds or
developing generally pick their help ed its resolutions which were as folbreeding places ftjf
directors of the Scottish Rite catheoftener than she knows. Foley the germs of
in the states and take their employes lows:
penumonla and othesi
dral, the capitol custodian committee, Kidney Fills will Invigorate and re germ diseases. That Is why penumo-ni- a
Came
He Escaped with them.
Losing His Life-H- ow
The Resolutions
store
and
weak
nervousher,
back,
never results from a cold when
the Santa Fe New Mexican, and to all
"There are no opportunities for the
Whereas, the New Mexico Federa other persons or organizations who ness, aching joints and Irregular blad- Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is used.
The following
We quote from another letter, dated man without money, definite aim or
will
der
action
all
'
when
disappear
It has a world wide
tion of Women's clubs stands for the have in
letter was refor Its
December 10, 1906: "I praise Peruna
any way contributed to our Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G cures. It contains reputation
ceived by The
no morphine or
to all the sick. The people know special occupation. Those who go to mutual advancement of its members entertainment or assistance.
Schaefer
Red
Cross
and
Drug Store other sedative. For sale by all dealPeruna Co., from
Central America on a long chance and for the
my case, and they praise It also."
Adv.
promotion of higher Intelers. Adv.
Rev. G. W. RobMRS. J. W. MAYES,
without any or all of .these equipIn
letter
November
dated
a
22,
lectual, social and moral conditions
erts, R. R. 2, Box
JAMES
MRS.
J.
SHTJLER,
"Pewe
Rev.
1909,
Roberts:
quote
most
.
ments, but
especially money, among the epople of our coni-non- 27, Hartsell. Ala- f 1
'
f
runa gave me back my life ten will
i
MRS.. FRANK S. HINDS,
v- '
regret It." ,
bama, under date f
All
wealth, we your committee on resoluago.
years
my acquaintances
. Committee.
of April 2, 1904,
.
know that I am certainly thankful
r
tions submit the following, believing
which la exactly f..
resolutions
Other
Introduced
i
by vaG.
to
a
of
Will
for
resident
kindness."
you
Richmond,
your
nine years ago.
that the adoption of which will aid in rious members and adopted
answer
will
Cal.,
by the
In a later letter, dated January 13,
any inquir- the
He says: "I take
LKJLN
attainment of the aforesaid alms federation were as follows:
ies about Foley's
and Tar
he
ever
1910,
shall
Honey
"I
in
the
says:
InIn
pleasure
of the federation.
I
and
He
further
In
as
purposes
the
to
Compound.
says
"Foley's
be
future,
past,
of
ready
forming you
t
Urge Pure Food Law
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
speak In praise of Peruna to all sufwhat your Pe
Whereas, the members of the Fed
t
' f n 9
runa has done REV. C. W. ROBERTS. ferers. I believe my miraculous cure benefited me for bronchial trouble
has been the means of many others and cough, after I used other remeration of Woman's cjubs are for the
for me after
R.R.2.Bo27,
STOMACH
TROUBLES
VrV 4.11
HmimU. Ata.
edies that, failed. It is more like a
being cured In this county."
three years of
most part housekeepers, and have to
From a letter of September 5, 1911, food than a medicine." Do not acsuffering. I had tried the treatments
in
contend
conditions
with
unsanitary
of several doctors, also home rem we quote a few words: "I am still cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
our meat markets, grocery stores, 'bak j
As to Peruna, I Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
edies, but they failed and all hope among
.1;
naa gone. My friends, like myself. do not feel that I have words to exeries, etc., where food stuffs and
Jr. Ragland Writes
thought I was In the last stages of press the faith I have In Its merits.1
Interesting meats are exposed to dust, flies, germs 5 j .si"'w, I
CONVENTION POSTPONED
I feel that Peruna has been the
consumption.
and dogs, where our bakeries are In
Peoria, 111., Oct. 11. The annual
"My daughter brought me a bottle means, through the kind providence
Letter on This Subject,
of Peruna and plead with me to try of God, of prolonging my life for convention of the Lakes to
a.n unsanitary condition
and filled
It I had got so weak I had lost my more than ten years."
with
vermin.
which
Deep
association,
Waterways
ana
voice,
i thought It no use. That We quote a still later letter, October was to have been held in thlai
Be it resolved, that the third an
Whiskey I
was In May, 1902. I began to take 31, 1912.
city the
He says: "I took a severe
eoirui ,6oho
It, .according to directions.
Madison Heights, Va. Mr. Chas.'A. nual convention of Federated WomI wrote cold three weeks ago. I at once sent coming week, has been postponed un
i"Kso.Hytj.t)WDlsTiutmco
f
to you, and you gave me your kind for Peruna. Have been
taking It two til the middle of January. The post Ragland, of this place, writes: "1 have en's clubs urge our legislature to
aavice.
weeks. I am now better. I consider
enact a suitable law for the alleviaht
a
"I Boon felt better, my cough began that Peruna has carried me over a ponement was made because of the been taking Thedford's
lor indigestion, and other stomach troubtion of these unhygienic conditions.
to give way, and the expectoration
dozen years of life. I always stand continued session of the national
lessened. I have taken fourteen botles, also colds, and find it to be the very
MRS. WILLIAM J. LAXK,
congress.
ready to answer any question In ref"KM'
3!' 'CM'
tles. I feel well, eat hearty, sleep erence
best medicine I have ever used.
to
Peruna."
MRS.' W. M. MTJNDIS,
as
mucn
as
l ever did, We quote from his last letter, dated
sounuiy, weign
After
'Show
me
I
friends
and will tell vou who
taking
for a few
your
are " i'j
Delegates from San Marcial.
do considerable work on my farm,
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
a saying old and true. No beverage ever had such ayou
lart;e circle f
and attend to my other business. January 2, 1913: "Dear Friends: ex- I . Because they are an honestly made days, I always feel like a new man."
Law
Enforce
Flag
of
friends
as
Brook
Loyal
The Pure Food Whiskey. Its i
Sunny
New Teara to
medicine that relieves promptly the
Nervousness, nausea,
My friends seem astonished at my Re- wish this bright
press my thanks to you for your suffering due to weak, Inactive kid- in pit of stomach, and aheartburn, pain Res olved, That theer shall bo print
popularity is not limited to any particular section Sunny Brook f
covery.
fulof
is a universal favorite everywhere.
feeling
ed in the "Council Fires" a copy of
It is a safe, sane, satisvine shn- - I
' "I wish to thank
Trusting that you may neys and painful bladder action. They lness after
you for your kind kindness.
are sure symptoms ot
ulant, and this, combined with its exquisite flavor, rich mellowness
advice and the books you have sent have a successful and happy year, and offer a powerful help to nature in stomach eating,
the law entitled "An act to prohibit
and high tonic properties, have earned for Sunny Brook its worldtrouble, and should be given the
me. I shall ever praise your medicine that your medicine may prove a building up the true excreting kidney
the desecration of the American flag."
wide supremacy.
to many as It has to me, I
treatment, as your strength and
proper
and hope that you may enjoy a long blessing
action
and
In
tissue
normal
restoring
am yours as ever, G. W. Roberts,
This
on
is
the
act
statute
book
of
I
life."
Sunny Brook is bottled under the Green Government
TRY health depend very largely upon your
Hartsell, Alabama, R. F. D. 2, Box relieving bladder discomforts. Cross
unmistakable proof that it is straight, natural whiskey Samp
New Mexico,
It will be observed that Rev. Rob- 27."
chapter 63, approved
food and its digestion.
ldo
THEM. O. Q. Schaefer and Red
U. S. Standard
besides Sonnv Bronk ra
erts waited two years after he began
To get quick and permanent relief March 14, 1903, and resolved, That
It Is not necessary tor us to add Drug Store. Adv.
Large.it Distiller of Fine Old Whiskey in tho World, that
to use Peruna, before he wrote the
i
Federation of Woman's
from these ailments, you should take the State
scienttjicalhj distilled, and aged, in the good, old,
above letter to The Peruna Co. 80 any words to this story. The elo,
3
HOLIDAY
FOR
brook
a
clubs
quence
a
stricter
and
way.
enforcement
not
of
letters
medicine of known curative merit.
urge
that his apparent recovery could
pathos of these
Boston, Oct. 11. John Barrett, diIts 75 years of splendid success, in the this law.
possibly have been temporary relief. are more convincing than arguments
BROOK
bott!-- d with oar own
b
now
yWy
In a later letter to The Peruna Co., or affidavits. Who can doubt the rector of the
union, will treatment of just such troubles,
MRS. WILLIAM J. LANK,
bonus hiittt. No NeJ fur Cork bcxtws
proves
dated September 22, 190 Rev. Rob- clergyman's etoryT Who can doubt be the
meeta
the real merit of Thedford's
principal speaker at
MRS. W. M. MUND1S.
erta says: "I am a great friend of that Peruna saved his life?
in Faneuil hall tomorrow, when,
Peruna. By the use of Dr. Hartman's
Safe, pleasant, gentle in action,
Delegates from San Marcial.
Every home should be provided ing
advice I am here
able to be with the last edition of the "Ills of it is expected, a movement to make ind without bad
it Is sura
Women on Exposition Board
with my, family and attend to my Life," sent free by the Peruna Co, Columbus day the recognized
to benefit both young and old. For sale
Genera) DiflrCutora,
..
N. 1 k.
That the Federation de
Resolved,
fcufltness.'
Columbus, Ohio.
holiday will be launched.
tverywhere. Price 25c.
N. C
to
sires
express Its appreciation of
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LYMAN ABANDONED THE STAGE
TO GO INTO TllE PHOTOPLAY FIELD

HISS

SHE LEFT BEHIND HER

A REP-

UTATION AS A CHARMING.
INGENUE

and Laa Vegas In particular. She says
it is the climate that has tamed her.
Miss Lyman Is certainly a booster
for Las Vegas as well as the people
hereabouts. Success to Miss Lyman
and her temper, If this !i a specimen

Inez Lyman is erne of tha foremost of it
Ingenue- - of the present day. although
V
In years she is scarcely past her
twenty-fiftbirthday. She has been Something New
nine years upon the stage, both in this fo the Ragfers
Although for the past several weeks
country and abroad, playing such imdance artists of New York City
the
:
"The
in
as
roles
portant
and
other prominent dancing centers
in
Squaw Man"; Georglne Roland
have
been keeping quiet in regard to
in
Puckers
Phoebe
"The Concert";
"The Prince Chap"; Clarice Van the new steps, now" they open up with,
Zandt in "The Spendthrift"; Cynthia two original and far more interesting
Garrison in "Man of the Hour"; Flora hops than have been heard of since
Minutes the creation of the tango and turkey
Dora Dean in "Forty-Fivfrom Broadway"; Nora O'Brien in trot. The two new dances are "The
'The Chorus Lady"; Wanda Kelly in Hitchy Koo" and "The Maxie." Both
"The Woman"; Polly In "The Great were originated in Europe and are
of
Divide"; Helen in "Madame X"; Bet- being danced by all the masters the
France
art
there
today.
ty in "The Warrens of Virginia"; terpsichorean
Trinidad In "Rose of the Rancho"; in particular is taking to the dances
Lucie Plock in "The l,illy"; Violet with a strong liking, but is not (lancc
Lansdowne in "Girls," and other ar- ing the steps in the graceful and
American
hoys
way that the
tistic parts wherein she developed
her natural dramatic talent to the ex- and girls are dancing It, according to
was offered a vehicle cf one of, the leading critics.
tent that
"The Hitchy Koo" Is a combination
her own for next season, but pre'erred
of
the turkey trot and the tango and
other
cf
in
the footsteps
to follow
well known performers and attempt Is sometimes called the turkey tango.
the photoplay instead of starring on The dance is difficult, but is rapidly
being accpp'ed by the leaders of sothe legitimate stage.
Miss Lyman had her own sketch in ciety. It includes steps of the two
vaudeville for the past season and step, the tango and the turkey trot.
The beginning of the Hitchy Koo
was secured by Mr. Fielding the
hustling, aggressive Lubin New Mex- .Is exactly the same as the beginning
or waltz and conse
ico representative only after a multi- of the two-stetude of correspondence and then only quently the same as the beginning of
because of a friendship that existed the turkey trot. Four steps, or more
in the family, and also because the if desired, are taken exactlp the same
Lubin comapny needed just such a as in this dance.
type in its New Mexico organization. At the conclusion of these trot
Miss Lyman is of Irish extraction steps the dancers raise their hands
with an Irish temper, which, she has, above their heads and change from
toy severe and constant application, the trot, position to the tango position
subdued to the extent that she now with the left arm of th man and the
tays that she is almost "human." ric;ht arm of the girl extended.
Three steps are taken with the
When Interviewed she showed a most
angelic disposition possible for any- - knees inclined and on the fourth step
one to have outside of New Mexico the knees are bent. During this po
h

Nat-u-Ric- h

e

fau-tasti-

sition, as well as in changing positions in the dance, both partners
must continue absolutely In time and
rhythm.
When the partners are dancing in
the conventional position a very
slight movement of the hips, such as
characterizes most Spanish dances,
emphasizes the rhythm of the music.
These steps can be repeated two or
three times when the trot steps are
repeated. The mood of the dancers
governs this.
On resuming the tango position the
man puts his right foot forward,
crossing it in front of his left foot,
and then draws the latter, up to it.
Four, of these steps are taken. They
are sometimes called the throwaway.
The trot position is then resumed
and the dance continued. Of course,
other tango steps can be introduced,
but this Is the Hitchy Koo as it is
"standardized" in New York.
Another dance which promises to
be popular with the fancy dancers
this winter is the Brazilian Maceeche,
which is already in vogue in a number of cities. With the large number
of new dances being originated by experts the time may be seen when no
two people will dance alike. A description of "The Maxie" will be given next week. Doubtless the raggers
will have mastered the "Hitchy Koo"
by that time.

p

v

V
Hard Times Dance
at Commercial Club

one who attends the dance will he
forced to don the shabbiest clothing
possible. Probably this scheme would
promote comfort. The ladies would
not need to worry about whether or
not their dresses are going to split
as they do the tango, turkey trot or
Maxie, but would be delightfully comfortable in an old fashioned skirt that
measures 12 times the distance around
the present day garment.
For the men it would be great. To
go to the affair with the complete
satisfaction that there will be no
wilted collar, no pinched toes in uncomfortable dancing pumps and no
dress tie disposed to climb, would be
perfect bliss. But such a party can
not be pulled off successfully if those
In charge do not take proper precau
tions to see that no one is admitted
who Is dressed in regular attire. Everyone must come dressed in his
worst to make the affair jolly and
realistic.
Another idea is to give a masked
dance, and, as everyone knows, such
affairs cannot be outclassed in the
matter of real enjoyment. The general opinion of the club members is
to use the latter idea and have the
dance a masquerade with a comibna-tioof hard times included. The committee In charge is planning on having this affair next Friday evening at
the club rooms, but no definite arrangements have been made. The
final announcement will be made
Monday or Tuesday.

11, 1913.

TtL OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT
Closed front Saturday Morning 7 a., m. to Sa.turd.y 6 p. m. on
Account of Jewish Holiday
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occurred

left the city for Albuquerque where
they will spend their honeymoon.
Mrs. Marshall Is well known and
popular in Las Vegas. She was born
in this city and has resided here
since, obtaining her education in the
local schools. For the past several
years she has heen employed by a
number of local firms. She is of a
charming disposition and has made
many friends. Mrs. Marshall is thv
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Reed.
Mr. Marshall has resided In this
city for the past six years, coming
here from his former bonw In Iowa.
He was in the employ of the local
street railway company for several
years and for the past two years has
been in the employ of the state hospital as a foreman. Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall have many friends who wist
them happiness in their married life

y

J"
--
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Miss Regensberg
Gives Birthday Party

Wednesday evening at her home
Myrtle Regensberg entertained
at a delightful birthday party. Various games were played during the evening, which was ended with the serving of delicious refreshments. Those
present were Miss Esther Smith, Miss
Mamie Marsh, Miss Bertie Leonard.
Miss Bessie Nisson, Miss Dewey Nis-soMiss Clara Ehrick, Miss Thelma
Miss
Margaret 11'tndman,
Coman,
Miss Myrtle Keene, Miss Henrietta
Kaufman, Miss Virginia Ftoyd,' Miss
Josephine Murphy, Miss Katherine
Seelinger, Miss Ruth Seelinger, Miss
Ruth Swallow, Miss Grace Jones,
Miss Alive Regensberg, Miss Beatrice
Regensberg, Mr. Claude Harris, Mr.
Vernon Schlott, Mr. Fred Anderson,
Mr. Harry Creswick. Mr. Walter Kol-bMr. John Reed, Mr. Louis Rosenthal, Mr. Howard Simpkins, Mr.
Frank Young, Mr. L. O. Jones, Mr.
Sidney Regensberg and Mr. I.eo Regensberg.
Miss

"

9

Miss Nir.a Bake, who plays rjrave
Tyler, the leading feminine role in
-- James
Montgomery's comedy "Ready
Money" the widely discussed play
which comes to the Duncan, opera
lionse October 16, puts quite as much
siress oa dressing each part she portrays as she does In speaking lines.
Her vast experience has taught her
that one is as essential as the other.
3n fact, Miss Blake, referring to ahis
branch of her profession says: ''According to ray wa. yof thinking, to
look the part is everything, end I
to state that stage folk, especial
-

re-:,;j--

ly women, who give the item the at
tention It requires, are very much in
the minority."
"It Is the average woman's aim.both
on and off the stage, to dress in accordance with, the fads and foibles
that seem to worm their way Into our
lives over night. Fashions of today
are fickle and not to be taken too
seriously. Individuality is rather misleading to average women who consider it as a necessary means to th
!
end."
women
of the
"The
who atudy most
are
those
present day
'

well-gowne- d

M

carefully selection
and uMng
thing that is
a most discriminating eye as to the
general effect."
"The making of a gowa is something else that is to be considered.
I would rather by far wear a dress of
hurlap, provided It fitted me, to a
Worth, gown of broadcloth that would
turn out to be 111 fitting."
"Then again, one mii-s- t study color,
both as to Its becomingness and
Every season the demand
increases for new shades of the prl- mary solors. Frequently these do not
mod-lehnes- s.

harmonize and are unbecauiing to the
average woman, but yet aro so artfully displayed in the millinery and dry
goods emporiums that they set aside
the better judgment of the most conservative dressers. In the choice of
colors, too, the relation of the new to
the old wardrobe each season must
be considered. For instance, how the
new hat will harmonize with the best
of the last year's gowns."
"I recall having witnessed a performance In New York City prior to
this season's opening, where an ac-tress, and one who Is favorably ltnown

wore a spring hat, a boa and muff
and low shoes, a trinity of conditions
that made her appear ridiculous, not
alone in my eyea but to many of the
spectators who saw the oddity of the
situation as I did. Yes, getting clothes
is one thing and knowing how to wear
th..'" is another."
In the part Miss Blake Is now portraying the character calls for the
highest pinnacle of faBhlon and Judging from the fit and color harmony
of the gowns she wears, can certainly
he regarded In the light of an author-

ity.

.

,
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Patterns

Dancing Classes
Miss Reed Is Bride
to
Begin Next Week
Marshall
of Albert
Beginning next Saturday afternoon
Thursday noon at the home cf Rev.

the wedding of Miss Martha Reed
and Mr. Albert J. Marshall. The affair was priva'io and only the immediate friends and relatives of the couatple were present. Mrs. A. Wright
Mr.
while
bride
Harry
tended the
Roebuck officiated as best man. Following the ceremony the happy couple

ft

. i

Ladies

N.M?

Father Adrian Rabeyrolle

f

Saturday Nijfht
Sheets SI. 00 Value

set Covers.
Men's Four In
Ties, each

19c

45c

Cadet 49c

Warner's Brassiere

65c

Cent Iron Clad
Children's Hose
Per Pair
I

25

65c

n

The next dance that will be given at
the Commercial club ronms will be M; s. Rosenwald is
out of the ordinary in every way, ac- Hostet-- on Anniversary
Thursday afternoon at her home
cording to the present plans of a
number cf the members. It is likely 'Irs. Cecilio Rosenwald entertained a
that this dance will be given next number of her friends in honor of her
week. The idea that has taken hold fifteenth wedding anniversary' at a
to !;i'.:l;ve party. Three' tables were filled
of the members of the club is
Oie fiernocii proved to be a most
make the dance unique and different
in every way from the usual affairs enjoyable occasion. Dainty refreshat which the ladles wear their best ments were served late in the afterand the men "dress up"; something noon. Present were Mrs. M. Benheim,
Mrs. S. H. Tishler, Mrs. H. M. Grau-bartor anything to break the monotony.
Miss Julia Jaffa, Mrs. S. HoffOne suggestion is that the affair
be turned into a hard times party. man, Mrs. N. Hoffman, Mrs. W. N.
This idea seems appropriate now Rosenthal, Mrs. P.. Reuther, Mrs.
that the tariff bill has passed, doubt- Charles Greenclay, Miss Lucy Rosen-"tha- l,
Mrs. H. Rosenwald, Mrs. D. Ro
less Jt would furnTjsh an enjoyable time.
If this plan is carried out every . senwald and . Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald,

SaturdayNijjht

at" 2

o'clock the dancing class conducted by Mrs. H. S. Van Petten will
open for the fall and winter session.
This class affords an opportunity for
the younger generation to become acquainted with the steps of the two-steand the waltz. Mrs. Van Petteii
will limit her teaching to these dances and will not give instruction in
any of the fancy dances. The class
was organized last winter and had a
large attendance. From present pros
pects the attendance this year will be
equal to last season's, as a number of
those who are already good dancers
are anxious to become better through
proper training. The classes will be
held each Saturday from 2 until 5
o'clock and will be continued for the
next three months.
(

Libby-Whit- e

Wedding

Will Occur Wednesday

Wednesday evening at the Castane-dhotel will occur the wedding of
Miss Gertrude A. Libby of Boston and
Mr. William White of this city,, according to announcements made this
week.
Miss Libby has been a resident of
Boston for practically her entire life.
She is prominent there in literary circles and is wll known. Miss Libby
will arrive in Las Vegas the first, part
of next week.
"r. WHte is one of the most widely known business men in Las Vegas.
He is the proprietor of the White
Scouring mills and has resided here
for many years. He is popular and
well known and has many friends who
wish him happiness.
a

4

4

Sorosis Club
4
Studies Genesis.'
Sorosis met Monday with Miss
Emma Adlon, nine members being
present In the absence of both
Mrs. A.
president and vice president
D. Higgins presided.
The study of the book of Genesis
was begun. Mrs. Durham gave an
outline of the book," speakand
ing especially of its authorship
Mrs.
Higcharacter.
composite
Its.
the cregins told the' Bible account of
stories
the
with
it
and
compared
ation
of the creation as given by different
nations.
5
Stories .of the flood, from various
Mrs, Schirmer Gives
sources, were given by club members.
Auction Bridge Party
Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts closed the
Mrs. C. H. Schimer was hostess program by reading "The Wanderings
this, afternoon at an' auction bridge of Cain" by Coleridge.
party which was a most delightful
function.
Refreshments followed the Woman's Club to
afternoon's play. Mrs. Schirmer's Elect New Officers.
guests were Mrs. H. S. Van Petten,
Next Wednesday afternoon at the
Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs. E. L. Ham- Commercial club will occur the elecmond, Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. tion of the officers of the Woman's
Robert. J. Taupert, Mrs. Byron T. club at the regular meeting of that
Mills, Mrs. H. W. Kelly. Mrs. E. E. organization. It has been requested
Breese, Mrs. E; B. Shaw, Mrs. F. C. by the president of the club- that all
Myers, Mrs. O. G. Schaefer, Miss Ma- members be present Reports from
rlon Klnderdlne and Miss Hazel the convention at Santa Fe will be
.
Gerard.
read at this meeting.
'
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Hallowe'en Party
at the Y. M. C.
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Twenty Years From Now Where Will
You Stand on the Ladder of Success

combination open house, to start the
year's activities, and a Hallowe'en
W. A. Sutter of El Paso, was a bus
celebration on the night of October
31. There will be many unusual and iness visitor in Las Vegas today from
Twenty years from now do you wish to be where ou are today 7 If not, begin to achieve,
novel stunts in connection with the the Border City.
TO
and
afternoon
left
this
Barnes
Mrs.
J.'D.
you can't do it on your muscle; it must be done on your money with your brain. If you
surprises
of
the
big
celebration. One
relwar.t to be a man among men you must hfvve power money and brains bring power.
will be the "Cave of the Departed," for Santa Fe where she will visit
YOlR. PASS BOOK IS READY FOR. YOU NOW
the empty swimming pool to be used atives for the next few days.
(Continued From Page One.)
STORES AND RESIDENCES
MUST
Fe
a
Santa
of
A.
T.
also
be
Mrs.
Hayden
will
cave.
There
aB the
PROVIDE ASH RECEPTACLES
team came in yesterday evening from the
bowling match between a picked
Murray was thrown out by Plank at!
AT ONCE
in
lias
short
visit
a
Elks.
tor
the
ranch
and
M.
A.
Y.
C.
Harvey
from the
first. No runs, no hits, no errors.
$113
The latter will be the first of a series Vegas.
Third Inning
R.
this
J.
Mayor
morning
Taupert
the
last
returned
Moran
night
P.
.'.as. A.
between these two organizations,
Philadelphia Murphy got his secsue has announced that the ash pit ordinance
teams alternating between the two tixm Albuquerque where
ond
hit to left, the ball going like a
a team been for the past few days visiting that was reecntly passed upon by the
alleys. The Elks will pick
bullet
between Fletcher and Herzog.
in
now
council
is
that
and
effect
city
and friends.
TVivln vnarta tin error fm Olrtrinor'H lint and tossed it to Collins,
which has never played boxball
all
are
residents
the
of
forcing Mathnev-erequested
r
a
city
H. S. Dean, representative for
the association a team which has
to
second.
ewson.
out HerCollins
Murphy
going
then
threw
grounder,
to make immediate arrangement for
shoe firm of Sherman, Tex', came in
gae.
1
rolled the ten-piwent out when Merkle took zog. Doyle went out on a hot liner
Collins
of
installation
the
fire
recepproof
ex- last
night for a short business visit
on
him
It is also planned to have an
hid
and
touched
sacrifice
bunt
which
off
the
conciete.
Murphy picked
tacles for ashes at their residences
hibition volleyball and basketball here.
the line. Both runners moved up. No runs one hit, no errors.
YOUR
or
This
ordinance
houses.
business
MOST,
returned
the
Twitchell
E.
R.
exhibition
Colonel
by
match and a short
scored when Merkle took
Murphy
Seventh
Inning
will
went
into
and
effect
Wednesday,
off the pro- this afternoon from Santa Fe where
Baker's smash and threw to the plate.
hoys' class. Then, to top
Philadelphia Schang struck put.
musical
been on railroad business for be strictly enforced by the authorities. It was a Cincinnati base hit for Baker.
a
program
be
he
has
will
there
gram,
threw out Plank, who made no
Doyle
resiwill
means
no
This
that
longer
in the lobby. There will be some- the past few days.
Oldring went to third. Oldring scored attempt to run to first. Murphy walkinto
to
throw
dents
ashes
allowed
be
bis7
to
Charles 13. Doll, the well known
on Mclnnis' sacrifice fly to Burns. ed.
thing doing every' minute from
Oldring fouled out to McLean.
the alleys, and it also means better
irait man, umveu m uaa vB.o
Baker was he'd at first Doyle threw No runs, no hits, no errors.
It o'clock.
one
of
section
the
In
fire
protection.
rm,
nrooont
nlaii
is to have th2
out Strunk at first Two runs, two
x
J
' v. - New York Fletcher
flied out to
otl ol Kin In
business district several fires have
IV
one error.
crowd enter through the side door a short business visit here.
hits,
at
first.
out
Burns
Strunk.
thew
sevBarry
hot
and
from
embers,
originated
last
returned
W.
night
Comstock
pass
of
H.
guides
New York McLean sent up a high Shafer was out by the
and with the aid
s
fin- from Kansas City and other places in eral blazes have been put out withto Oldring. Merkle line filed to route. No
fly
through, the various mysteries and
errors.
no
no
hits,
runs,
the the state where he has been on busi- out the city authorities being notified. Collins. Bar y threw out Matliewson
ally come out in .the lobby where
Eighth Inning
The careless handling of ashes is a
will
directors
ness for the past few months.
the
at first. No runs, no hits, no errors
secretaries and
Doyle tossed out Cola
Philadelphia
to
to
menace
any
according
city,
G. L. Spence, for the past several
Fourth Inning
meet them. This event will be the
at
lins
first.
threw out Baker.
Matty
statement of Mayor Taupert, and the
first of a series of "open houses. The weeks ticket agent at the Santa Fe
Philadelphia Fletcher threw out Fletcher threw out Mclnnis at first.
$1,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR C00I1
officials
will
take
precauspecial
association has also mapped a series ticket office, left last night for Los city
took
short
Barry. Murray
Schang's
No runs, no hits, no errors.
tions and see that each 'resident, parafter a good run. Fletcher caught New, York Baker threw out Murray
of Ladies nights once every month Angeles, where he. will locate.
fly
probusiness
each
house,
Plank's fly. No runs, no hits, no er- at first. McLean went out on a fly
It is the intention of Secretary LcNoir Mrs. H. Haskell and daughter re- ticularly
vides an iron or some other fire proof
rors.
to emphasize the social work of the turned this afternoon from Latuna,
to Oldring.
Barry threw out Merkle
association this season to make the New Mexico, where they have .been receptable for the disposal of ashes.
New York Herzog went out on at first. No
runs, no hits, no errors.
oannoHtifm the livest p1?"!? in town f
the nsst f3v vWs visiting
Lhree straight strikes. Plank worked
Ninth
Inning
EASILY DECIDED
friends.
the coiners of the plate and had a
for the young people.
'Philadelphia Strunk was out on a e
-'
Should be Answered
4
Miss Gertrude A. Libby of Boston This Question
fine change of pace. Doyle out to fly to Shafer. Herzog threw out Bar
Las
East
Vegas
People
Easily by
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon.
Severn Social Clubs
Mclnnis, unassisted. Fletcher flied' ry. Shafer struck out. no runs, no
Which is wiser to have confidence
Miss Libby will be married to Mr.
Did not Hold Meetings
cut to Strunk. No runs, no hits, no
hits, no errors.
On account of the absence of a William White of this city Wednesday in the opinions of your
errors.
New York Crandall batted for Maon
or
of
depend
know,
people
you
number of the members of the local evening.
Fifth Inning
Crandall went out, Collins
thewson.
reMrs. Sam Hodgen of Deming arriv- statements made by utter strangers
bridge clubs these, organizations did
Philadelphia Doyle threw out Mur- to Mclnnis. Herzog was out on a fly
T
the
Read
OVERLAND t'.GOF.J-- .
places?
not meet thi3 week. The Bright Idea ed in Las Ve;;as last night and will siding in
phy at first. Doyle also took care of to Barry. Doyle flied to Murphy. No
following:
Tuesremain here for several days, visiting
club, lhe Friday whist and the
Oldring's grounder and had him an runs, no hits, no errors.
A. Underwood, 806 National avenue,
day Bridge are anions? those clubs" her husband who is ill in the Santa
easy out at first. Collins went out
Telephone or call and we will have our demonOfficial box score:
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "Doan's on a
which did not meet, while Ihe jolly Fe hospital.
fly to Sharer. No runs, no hits, Philadelphia
AB R H PO A E
show you
Round Dozen organization also reMrs. Walter Tarkln and daughter, Kidney Pills, which I got at the Center no errors.
3
0
0
3
2
1
E. Murphy, rf
frained from enjoying its weekly gath-orin- Miss Ruth Tarkin, of Pittsburgh, Pa., Block Pharmacy, brought me relief
New York Mathewson pitched but
0
3
0
4
0
2
Oldring, If
There is little doubt but that are in Las Vegas visiting for several from backache and kidney trouble. seven halls to retire the Athletics in Collins, "2b
3
0 1 2 3 0
Co
& Machine
Las Vegas
2
0
0
2
they will all meet next week and weeks. They are the guests of Mr. Since then, I have used them off and their half of the fifth inning. Burns Baker, 3b
3
0
a
kidney
on,; whenever I have needed
whirl.
Even and Mrs. W. J. Lucas.
0
0
to Mclnnis. It was a
2
keep up the society
0 u 14
Mclnnis, lb
Phone Main 344.
Whalen, & Fowler Prtps
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Blood, accom- medicine and they have done good
0
though they did not meet this week,
4
but Mclnnis only had to move Strunk, cf
0
0 2 0
i
0
0 2 7
4
0
they must be respected says "Judge," panied bv Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Fleming work. If my kidneys aren't acting a step to get it. Shafer walked. He Barry, ss
I
is
ar- and A. A. Sena, will leave tonight for ust right, or my back
aching,
who has prepared the following
0
4
0
was the first Giant to reach first base Schang, c
ticle on the subject:
0
3
Leavenworth, Kan., where they will can depend on Doan's Kidney Pills to in the game. Schang almost caught Plank, p ....
nre in public life in Illinois. Born in
Sheep, receipts 100. Market steady.
drive away these ailments. I have re Shafer napping at first base with a
Clubs must be respected that Is, be for several weeks on business.
Lambs
October
12,
a
1813,
to
Colchester,
Conn.,
Pills
$6.257; yearlings $5:,.E').
1
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bradwick and commended Doan's Kidney
3 .6 27 13
30
respectable clubs must be respected.
Total
quick throw. Plank dropped Murray's
Mr. Trumbull received his education
And surely a club is respectable son passed through Las Vegas yester- great many people and all have been pop fly and Shafer went to second. It
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
when it possesses all the animate vir- day evening on their way from Kan- well satisfied with them. When I was a bad error for Plank.
AB R H PO A E in his native state, practiced law for
Shafer New York- Oct. 11. Speulative BeHins
Chicago,
a
in
and
settled
time
then
on
Georgia
reto
It
settle
seeds
"is
my
a
take
cold.
tues of the modern club, which
4 0 0
sas to California.
They formerly
scored on McLean's single to left Mur- Herzog, 3b
turned
the wheat market down
111.
1841
today
at
In
became
he
Belleville,
4
0. 0
sided in Las Vegas. Mr. Bradwick kidneys, causing a slight attack of ray being held at second.
A double Doyle, 2b
composition of
After
grade.
seven
opening unchanged to a
and
state
6f
secretary
A.
years
a
few
doses play ended the inning, when Collins Fletcher, ss ... 3 0 0
backache. At such times,
drinking club, a feeding club, " will locate in California.
later was elected one of the justices shade higher the market made a ver3
A, thinking club, a reading club
0 0
Ben Williams, chief special officer of Doan's Kidney Pills have always took Merkle's grounder and threw to Burns. If
to y2. The close was
of the Illinois supreme court. Ha was tical drop of
2
2
A rambling club, a running club,
for the Santa Fe Railway company, fixed me up in good shape."
at second. Shafer, cf Barry, forcing McLean
nervous
to
lower.
aa
a
democratic
elected
50
representa2
3
0
Price
A gambling club, a gunning club,
after
dealers.
0
For sale by all
passed through Las Vegas this
Barry completed the double by throw Murray, rf
Corn prices started 4 cent lower
Thirty-fourtin
in
the
tive
Foster-Milbur3
congress
1
3
0
A boating club, a writing club,
Co.,
from
cents.
Buffald,
to
his
noon
on
c
McLean,
Albuquerque
way
r
ing Merkle out at first. One run, one
1854, and the next year was elected to a shade up, hardened a trifle and
3
14
A voting club, a fighting club,
MerTUe, lb
t
Trinidad where he has been on busi- New York, sole agents for the United bit, one error.
to
The close
United
States senator, deefatins James then sagged
2
0
As well as a mother's club which ness for the past few days.
States.
Mathewson, p
Sixth Inning
1 cent to
was
cent
weak
Aband
0 0
0
1
Shields, Governor Matteson
is certainly moral and upright, .if
Remember the name Doan's and
Mrs. W. J. Fugate, president of the
Philadelphia Baker shot a liner to Crandall
I
under
last
night.
raham
a
Lincoln.
,'.
New
Always
democrat,
take no other. Adv.
memory serves regarding boyhood Federation of Woman's Clubs of
right for a base, McLean threw out
Oats weakened.
2
2
on
15
28
1
27
his
left
he
th
Mrs.
Frank
Total
party,
however,
days.
Mexico, accompanied by
Mclnnis. It was a sacrifice bunt
First provision sales were S cents
U
V
Batted for Mathewson in ninth.
slavery question and was twice elect
H. H. Roberts and Mrs. Roy Prentice,
Doyle threw out Strunk, Baker going
ALBANY 100 YEARS OLD
NEW
to a shade up with a trabse- -'
lower
as
a
Some
senator.
ed
Score
Fe
Santa
,
Mrs. Robb's Parents
from
republican
by innings:
returned last inight
New Albany, Ind., Oct. 11. New to third. Fletcher made a had throw
setback.
further
quent
102 000 0003 years after the war he returned
to
Philadelphia
Celebrate Anniversary
where they have been attending a
will celebrate the centenary and Merkle made a beautiful stop of New
The
Albany
000
010
closing
quotations were:
his
democratic
in
0001
York
the
Two articles appeared recently
party. During
meeting of the federation.
of its incorporation as a city by a Barry's grounder. No runs, one hit
Dec.
Wheat,
May 91.
was
18
career
senatorial
of
he
the newspapers of Centerville, la., in
Mr. Rnd Mrs. D4 R. Carroll returned
years
Summary
week beginning tomorrow, on no errors.
Dec.
gala
Corn,
Mclnnis.
May
Sacrifice hits: Collins,
70.
684;
chairman of the judiciary committee,
regard to the celebration of the golden last night from Villanueva where they much
New York Mathewson singled to
the general plan for an old home
Oats, Dec.
May 44.
Sacrifice flies: Baker, Mclnnis.
wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. have been for the past few days. Mr.
A
followed
double
play
quickly
with more elaborateness. right.
Double plays: "Collins to Barry to
Pork, Jan. $19.57; May $19.67.
Mrs. Charles Tamme left this after
Harrison Baker of that city. Mr. and Carroll is the representative for the week, but
been pre- when Barry took Herzog's grounder Mclnnis;
have
the
citizens
a
For
year
to
Mclnnis.
to
Collins
Jan, $10.50; May $10.70.
Lard,
comnoon
where
visit
she
will
for Raton,
Barry
Mrs. Baker are the parents of Mrs. Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
the event, and their ef
Ribs, Jan. $10.37; May $10.50.
Left on bases: Philadelphia, 5; her daughter, Mrs. H. E. Fell, and
T. G. Robb of Watrous, who attended pany and will remain in Las Vegas paring for
now to result in one of
New York, 1.
her son, Lawrence Tamme, for sevv
the anniversary and family reunion. until the two new bridges are com- forts promise
DEFEAT THE
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
civic
the largest
gatherings ever held PEONS
First base on balls: Off Plank, 1; eral days.
Mr. and Mrs. Baker are the parents pleted.
New York, Oct 11. The stock mar
in Indiana. The decorative features
off Mathewson, 1.
of ten children. They are among the
George E. Morrison, engineer for
street
' ket closed .weak.
after
Evidence that in
are
attractive,
AGAIN
errors:
on
BANKERS
especially
'
base
Philadelphia,
First
oldest residents of Centerville, la. iff.' San Miguel, county, left this afternoon
Chronic Dyspepsia
being-brigh- t
with color. Pa
The following unsolicited testimo- fluential support was being withheld,
1; New York, 1.
and Mrs. Robb returned this week for Kansas City, Kan., where he will street
eeanta and festivities will be held
Struck out: By Plank, 1;, by Math- nial should certainly be sufficient to pending the clearing up of various unfrom Iowa where they attended the he for the next few weeks on busigive hope and courage to persons af- certainties of the present
and evening. Addresses will FOR THE SECOND TIME
2.
THIS
each
ewson,
situation,
day
witness
reunion.
ness. Mr. Morrison will be a
flicted with chronic dyspepsia. '
of
Ralston
Governor
FALL
1:39.
SHOW
delivered
THEY
SUPERIOR
Time:
he
encouraged the dealers.
by
'
next
4
for
meets
a
been
chronic
have
that
the
dyspeptic
before
grand Jury
All activity was on the selling side,
FORM
former Governor Wilson of
Umpires: At plate, Klem; on bases, years, and of all the medicine I have
Marries Oklahoma Man. b;n
week in the trial ol Mr. and Mrs. Don Indiana,
fc
former Vice President
Tablets have and speculation became torpid on ralleft
field, Rigler; right field, taken, Chamberlain's
Kentucky,
Egan;
accused
Las Vegas Girl
of
are
who
A. MounDay,
using
done me more good than anything lies. Execution of stop orders accel
One of the fastest and closest con- Connolly.
Fairbanks, former Governor Durbin of
The announcement of the wedding the mails to defraud.
says W. G. Mattison, No. 7 erated the decline, which ran from 1
else,"
Senators
States
United
and
tested games played at the Elks' club
Indiana
of Miss Gertrude Hayward to Jack
A hunting: party composed of John
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
V
to 2 points and registered the lowest
"DUSTY" RHODES" HERE
this season was bowled last night
sale by all dealers. Adv.
Burdlck of Lawton, Okla., reached Harris, Jr., Cecil Boucher, Donald Kern and Shlvely.
level of the week. Bonds were heavy.
when the Bankers and Peons met for Charles Rhodes, a Las Vegas boy
Las Vegas early this week and proved Hart and Wijliam Springer left early
The last sales were as follows: "
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
the second time this fall. The final aud well known here, arrived In the
a huge surprise to Mrs. Burdlck's this morning in Mr. Springer's autof
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder, result showed the Peons winners over city last night from Fort Worth, Tex.,
70
11.
re
Oct.
Kansas
Hogs,
The
here.
Amalgamated Copper
ceremony
City,
a powerful
many friends
mobile for the Valley Ranch where hands or feet requires
'
on his way to Saa Diego, Cal., where ceipts 500. Market 5 cents higher. Sugar
."....108
Bankthe
flesh.
Bankers
in Oklahoma City,
The
the
was performed
will
eight
pins.
that
penertate
by
they will hunt today and tomorrow. remedy
LINIMENT pos- ers claim that the reason for their he will lay winter baseball during Bulk $8.108.35; heavy $8.108.35; Atchison
93
September 7 and the young people Mr. Springer made a record breaking BALLARD'S SNOW Rubbed
in where
sesses that power.
the coming several months.
, ...lOG'i
was
Pacific
Northern
Strass
Frank
defeat
that
fact
are now on their honeymoon
the
lights
pigs
trip.
$67.50.
$88.35;
trip to the ranch, running the entire the pain is felt is all that is necessary in the
career ' ...100
last set sprained his ankle, .Charlie started his baseball
Cattle, receipts .400. Market steady. Reading
fiThey are visiting the Panama canal distance in three hours.
to relieve suffering and restore norand
when
a
in
grad Prime fed steers $99.50; western Southern Pacific .........
Las Vegas
youth,
.. 88
this month and expect to make a
mal conditions. Price 25c, 50c and thus weakening his playing.
ually went up into the big leaguehall steers $6.608. 80; southern steers Union Pacific
Sold by Central
$1.00.' per, bottle.
..150
and
score
The
for
the
evening
complete tour of South America, rehigh
'
one of the
Drus Co. Adv.
A FAKE ALARM
.
.. 544
cows f4.'257.25; stockers United States Steel
the highest - rolled, af the club this ntii h now is considered
turning by way of California. They
$5.507;
this
A fire alarm was turned in
will reside in .Lawton, where Mr. Bur-dic- k
fall was awarded to Jim Duncan, who best pitchers' in the west. He intends and feeders $5.508.25; calves 610. United States Steel, pfd...
is en.gagod in the practice of morning at 7 o'clock, supposedly from DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
score of 611 to play winter ball at S,an Diego and
as they cannot made the preponderous
is visitlaw, Mrs. Burdick is a Las Vegas the Santa Fe offices, the person call- by local applications,
score
rolled was locate in that city. Charlie
The
lowest
reach the diseased portions of the pins.
in
relatives
a few
for
this
city
fire
ing
the
shtation
stating
girl and resideoHn this city prior p ing the fire
ear. There is only one way to cure 43s by Hoke. The official score of
days. In a few days he will leave for
for Oklahoma two years ago. was in the Santa Fe yards. The East deafness, and that is by constitutional the game is as follows:
'
California.
During her stay in that state she Las Vegas department, as well as the remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Bankers
was employed as a private secretary E. Romero Hose and Fire company, inflamed condition of the mucous lin2nd.
3rd.
Total
1st.
Eustachian Tube. When
to Backache and Rheuin a large business house. Her moth- responded to the alarm but found no ing of the
178
139
438 Quick Help
121
this tube is inflamed you have a rum- Hoke
matism
er, Mrs. Molly HaywarcJ, resides in fire when they reached the yards. bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and McWenie . .179
131 ". 145
455
wants
man or woman who
The
i
received
this city.
No further Information was
when it is entirely closed, deafness Duncan
163
168
511 quick help from backache and rheu,...180
and the departments returned to their is the result, and unless the inflam- Strass
132
164
445 matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
149
mation can he taken out and this fibe
act so quickly and with
Elks Plan Party
respective stations.
155
170
500 Pills. They
condi'.lon, Witten ...,.175
to
normal
its
restored
such good effect that weak, inactive
For Fielding Company.
Chief Fred Phillips of the East Las
be
will
forever;
destroyed
hearing
kidneys that do not keep the blood
A week from Monday evening the Vegas department this morning stated nine cases out of ten are caused by
739
2349 clean and free of impurities, are ton806
804
inan
the
in
in
but
members of the Lubin New Mexico that the form used
turning
to healthy
catarrh, which is nothing
ed up and strengthened
Peons
Motion Picture company will be the alarm might prove disastrous some flamed condition of the mucous suraction. Good results follow
.
vigorous
3rd.
Total
2nd.
1st.
O. G. Schaefer
their wen promptly.
guest3 of the Elks at a party Vhich day. The department cannot effective- faces.
486
147
187
We will give One Hundred Dollars Conway ...,152
'
Co.
Adv.
CroS3
Red
and
Drug
is being' arranged for by the enter- ly respond to. an alarm without know- for
448
153
124
any case of deafness (caused by
171
tainment committee of the lodge. This ing the exact location of the fire, and catarrh) that cannot be ' cured by Martin
'
491 LYMAN
157
168
TRUMBULL CENTENARY
166
affair wil' be exclusively for members might lose much valuable time before Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul- Losey
476
184
135
Oct. 11. Tomorrow, will
Ament
Chicago,
.....157
ars
free.
of the Lubin company and Elks and a stream of water could be started.
457
161
Ohio.
161
Toledo."
one
hundredth anniversary of
&
be
CO.,
the
CHENEY
F. J.
Henriquez ..135 ,
their ladies, and promises to be one The chief requests that any one turn750.
Sold
Druggists,
by
of
birth
the
Lyman Trumbull, who
of the most brilliant and enjoyable ing In an alarm in the future give the
"
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti802
2358 for many years was a conspicuous fig- 775
781
affairs given at the club this year.
definite location of the fire.
pation. Adv.
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real
and
land
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of the Placlta Ranch Co, and near the or suit
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utes W. 7.25 chs.; S. 67 degrees 24 ber, A. D. 1913.
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minutes W. 7.09 chs.; N. 18 degrees (Seal of the Court)
Hymn 477, "O Lord of Heaven and
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FOE RENT To lady or gentleman
employed, comfortable, furnished
room; no health seekers, phone
Purple 5301.

OPTIC

Ml

FREE and postpaid map by counties
of Arkansas. Leslie Land Co., Leslie, Arkansas.
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A Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater is the very
thing to keep the house cozy and comfortable in
the chilly days before the furnace is started.
This year's new model Perfection has improvements that make it the best heater ever made.
Doesn't smoke doesn't smell. Easy to clean.
Rewicking simplicity itself. Easy to carry wherever it is wanted.

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated in Colorado)

Denver

Puebic

Albuquerque
BoUa
Salt Lake City

This church is open daily for
vate prayer and meditation.

& FRATERNAL

f- -.

pbiy
ja
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Arrive
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No.
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FOR SALE Pure apple elder, good
cooking apples, $1.50 per 100 lbs
Phone Olive 5621.
FOR SALE

Home maau comforts at
$3.50. Orders a'so solicited. Ladies
Aid Christian Church, phone Pur
ple 5432.
for sale at Phoenix Ranch
Watrous, N. M.

HONEY

FOR

SALE

quire J.

Good work horse,
Boulevard.

In-

A. Cobb,

FOR SALE
McDougall
, table, etc.

for
green and dry cedar
posts, more or less, upon a designated
area within those portions of T. 12
N. Ranges 13 and 14 E., T. 13 N.,
Ranges 12, 13 and 14 E., T. 14 N.,
Ranges 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 E., T.
15 N. Ranges 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 E.,
and T. 16 N. Ranges 11, 12 and 14
East that are included within the
Pecos National Forest, and all of T.
16 N. R. 13 E. N. M. P. M., Pecos National Forest New Mexico. No bid of
less than four cents ($0.04) per post
will be considered. Deposit with bid
$600. The right to reject any and all
bids reserved. Before bids are submitted, full Information concerning
the timber, the conditions of sale, and
the submission of bidB should be obtained from the Forest Supervisor,
Cowles, New Mexico, or the District
Forester, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
T. S. WOOLSEY, Jr.,
Acting District Forester.
150,000

Household goods, range,
cabinet, round dining
1009 Sixth street.

SALE Pure apple cider, also
choice hand picked apples; $2.50
per 100 delivered. 3. H. Kelley,
Olive 3621.

No.
No.
No.

For Rent

COLUMBUS,
In

O.

Bach-arach-

--Adv.

FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
Stop coughing! you rack the lun
ground floor, with or without board
and worry the tody. BALLARD'S
725 Sixth street
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irritation, heals the lungs and restores
comfortable breathing. Price 25o, 60c FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
and $100 per bottle. Sold by Central
keeping. 821 Lincoln.
Drug Co. A4Vi

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13'
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
Plaza Hotel
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

your
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t.
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a present for do
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you 'd do tny
way when you
learn how Much
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

r
f

SONS'OAA
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

l

EMPRESS
can be obr
tained in this city from
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HERMAN
429 GRAND AVE.
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N. O.
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Depart
1:45 p. ui
6:15 a m.
4:30 p. m
7:00 p, id

1

Professional Health Culture for Ladles

SIGN PAINTING

v

Harvesters, Btorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vega Famous
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

AMD

n

1:20 p. m...
6:10 a." m. ..
4:20 p. m...
6:35 p. m.

and

AGUA PUR

DENTISTS

's

CARRIAGE

.

frctr

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lis., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dsllvery

New Mexic

AUTOMOBILE,

.

C. hall,

2,000 lbs.,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

& HUNKER
Chester A. Hnnke?

FOR RENT

Steam heated rooms lor
light housekeeping at 628 Grand
avenue. See Mrs. Craven at
store.

R.

a.

2:10 p.

'A

urth Thursday
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially Invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
f

.

When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, y"" should use a little
HEliniNE rt liedHme. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and restores a fine feeling of health and
Price 50c. Sold by Central
Oi'iis Co. Adv.

COUN-

second

864.--Me-

--

Las Vegas,

m...

p.

Visitim
Local Deputy.
members are especially welcome a"
cordially invited.

Attorneys-at-La-

pri-

m... .2:10

a.

Montague,

ATTOKNEYH
George A.Hunker.

1.

No.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brother
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays o'
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

OF
KNIGHTS
CIL NO.

9:1T p n
.11:05 p. n
.

.

West Bound
Arrive

Visiting brothers are cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charie
Greenclay, Secretary.

FOR

HUNKER

.

in...

p.

.

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Good
I.O. of B. B. Meets every first TuesSealed bids will be received by the
District Forester, Albuquerque, N. M., day of the month in the vestry room
up to and including November 10, of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
1913,

Depan

p. ra.

9:10
4
No.
.11:05
No . I.. . 2:05
No. 10.. . 1:45

'

Safe

NO.

Bcund

Eas:

Last

WANTED Experienced cook,
wages. 1053 Eighth street.

BROTHERHOOD

LOCAL TIME CARD

2,

Chicago,

BAPTIST CHURCH
Corner Columbia and Railroad avenues. Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by FOR RENT Cheap, nicely furnished
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a.
house, close In; no health seekers.
Phone Main 407.
m.; B. Y. P TJ.. 3 p m. All are welf
come to attend these services.
FOR RENT Cottage
in desirable
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
. Phone
Green, Pastor.
Purple 5301.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship with sermon at FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
room in modern home. 1030 Eighth
11 a. m.
street.
B. Y. P. TJ. at 6:30 p. m.
Evenine worship with sermon at
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep- 7:30. p. m.
The church extends a cordial
ing rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
to the public.
FOR RENT Four room cottage, 407
Washington avenue. C. H. Steven
They Make You Feel Good
The pleasant purgative effect proson, Phone Main 291.
duced by Chamberlain's Tablets and
the healthy condition of body and
mind which they create make one FURNISHED cottage for rent. 417
feel Joyful. For sale by all dealers.
Eighth.
"
SHILOH

LODGE NO. 2, A.

A

13

'

tion."

CHAPMAN

con-.xT.--

(

5

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

Sigel street,
cents per line each Insertion.
JIKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR-Reg-Tf- vilar
Estimate six ordinary' words to a line.
conclave ec 4
a new manufactur
SALESMEN
By
No ad to occupy less space than two
ay in each month at Mawe make quality whips
process
ing
lines
All
sonic Twninle at 7:J p. m. G. H
advertisements charged
and beat competition; etxra good
will be booked at space actually set
Klntel, E. C;; Chaa. Tamme,
deal made and samples furnished
without regard to number of words.
to manufacturer's agents and travelCash In advlnce preferred.
ing specialty salesmen with references; no fake. Peck Whip Co., LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
Kansas
City, Mo.
7?
vocation first Monday in
each month at Masonic
to
distrib
$120.00
WILL
Wfl
pay you
pro.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
ute literature in your community. M
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. o.
Experience not
Sixty days- work.
Blood,
&Jt
woman.
Man
or
OpporSecretary.
required.
tunity for promotion. Spare time
Bible I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
mav be used. International
1.
Meets every Monday, evening a
1012
Arch
Philadelphia.
St.,
Press,
OPT IC'B KV M t! r.
,.
their hall on Sixth street. All vit'tin.
MARRY rich Many wealthy mem brethren cordially Invited to attei:i
bers; tired living alone; seeking F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G
'it'
early marriage; descriptions free T. M. Elwood, Secretary, Karl Werh
San Francis Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Ceme.er;
Mission Unity
WANTED First class cook;
refer
Trustee.
Cal.
co,
ences required. ' Apply 725 Sixth
street.
CAN FURNISH room and board for B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
two young ladies. For terms in
ifcjj iteiiauie man to manage
Mrs. M. A. Baca, phone Main month Elks' home on Ninth street and
quire
small business; must be hustler. Ad
Gil.
Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
dress IT., Optic.
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
WANTED A reliable agent to sell ail
Secretary.
kinds of hand made Japanese goods
and fancy Oriental novelties, etc.;
T)ST Pearl brooch carved with KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
self selling for holidays gifts; par
lady's head, Wednesday evening
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
ticuiars. Mikado & Co., San Jose,
Return to Optic.
W O. W. hall, Sixth strest, on the
California.
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Marvelous
,A
Escape
WANTED To rent a piano. Phone
Fiers-man- ,
"My little boy had a1 marvelous es- Ladies always welcome. O. L.
Main 425.
of Prince
Bastiams
F.
P.
A. D. Tillman, Pinan
cape," writes
President;
Albert. Cape of Good Hope. "It ocMrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
u A a hi)- - Suite of thee or four curred in the middle of the night. He cier;
908
Jackson
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
rooms in
modern house, steam pot, a very severe attack of croup.
As luck would have it, I had a large Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
heated, Sixth, Seventh or Eighth brittle of Chnmberlaln's Cough RemEast Las Vegas, N. M.
btreets
After following
preferred.
Permanency. edy in the house.
Address L., Optic.
the directions for an hour and twenty
minutes he was through all danger.'' L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second au
fourth Thursday
evening eac
WANTED Girl for light house work Sold by all dealers. Adv.
VV.
W.
hall.
at
O.
Visitiu.
month
ill Grand avenue. Phone Olive
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
5272.
National Forest Timber For Sale Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
Five

p

For
Chilly

AND CAfl

A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night at
making small towns,
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
whole time or side line, should carthird Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
ry our fast selling pocket side line;
ach month. Yisitlng dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, Presl-dbnt- ;
special sales plan allowing return
brothers
cordially inJ. T. Bahler, Secretary; C H.
of unsold goods makes quick easy
cited. Win P MM! a
on
each
commission
$4
order;
Baily, Treasurer.
sales;
W. M., H. s .v"an
Patten, Secretary.
something entirely new. Write for
outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
111.

CO LU

t:

Recessional Hymn 458, "Praise My
Soul the King of Heaven," (M. Hydn.)
Special Intention at the 7:30 o'clock
celebration will be "General Conven-

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
A NDLBD
THE BEST GOOD8 OBTAIN A ULE M.Wv!

SALESMEN

j

on.)

Bhe

Miscellaneous

min-Han-

Ep-wor-

1913.

wami at
Others- - vho rs4 and ana er ads. in this
are anxious to pay casa for) books, automobiles, ued maehla
and furniture, arttclas of vsiilness sf any sort, and misleai t
ttramenU.

A the class Hied ads. ars read b) all aoaaitote beyeca, of all
Ibis sorts of thlnta, they save eoms to h rlnlrs of ths

mn.i-keU-

.
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o
o
o
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LOCAL NEWS

EXTRA I
EATING' APP

TALK ABOUT SOLID COMFORT

Try a dram ol Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar.

PRICES f

6:16

Baseball scores received every
ernoon at the Lobby. Adv.

On Sale
100 Men's Suits at

We Have Placed

Bourbon
Adv.

3I2.Q5!

Adv.

f

The Altar Guild of St Paul's church
will meet at 4:15 o'clock on Thursday
with Miss Browne, 926-- Seventh street

Special. JffifQj? Per Basket

(learns' Store
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

S. B. Davis,

Rosaura Lopez, aged 24, and Francisco V. Baca, aged 25, applied for a

RECORD BREAKER.

T. J. Ground this morning, made application for a bounty of $4 on two jj
wild cats killed near the Harvey
ranch this week.

T

Store---

AND SON
J. C. COMPLETE
JOHNSEN
HOME
FUKNlSHElt- S-

SUIT

AICHERT'C
Clothing

FIRE SIDE HOT BLAST PAYS
FOR ITSELF IN A SEASON OR TWO

.

CLOTHCRAFT

This Sale Will Be a

marriage license at the court house
this morning.

-

A

FOR ANOTHER

Come in omorrow and select your
will be closed until 5:30
p. m. Saturday.

suit as we

new parlor stoves.
They heat a room in no
time and are as attractive
as any article in the room.
Take a look at them. They
are so pretty, you won't
feel like taking yours down
when summer comes.
our

.,

These suits are the LATEST
FALL MODELS and sell regularly
for $15, $16.50, $18 and $20.

The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's
church will meet at 2:56 o'clock on
Tuesday with the Misses Daum, Sixth
and Friedman.

you

....

ft

For Tomorrow and
Saturday Night Only

just vant to see how
much there is in one of

'Wtrv

11

aft-

The store of Ike Davis will be open
lor business from 6 p. m. to 9 p. m.

FANCY TOEAY
GR.APES

Hallett Raynolds. Cashier.

at

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Macintosh

President

I MONEY SAVING !
.4.

Jonathans

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1913.

DUY All AUTO DELIVERY WAGON

?

t

Correct Garments for Men

Quick delivery means satisfied customers

and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power

neat and stylish

maner, and like to
get the very best quality I can without
paying a stiff price.

at
Wanted Lady demonstrators
The choir of St Paul's church will
once.
in
or
travel.
work
Can
city
7:15
meet for rehearsals tonight at
o'clock in the church. A prompt and Good pay to right parties. Address
Box 14 care Optic.
full attendance requested.

Prompt Dellvarlam at Minimum Exmnmm

Inmurem

LIKE to dress in a

if

The first prize for the butter exhibFinch's Golaen Wedding Rye agej
In wood. Direct from the distillery it at ,the county fair was awarded to
why I am going
anM.
McSchooler.
Mrs.
This
M.
to you. At the Iybby, of course.
to stop and see Qreen- Adv. nouncement was made today. Through
was
mistake Mrs. McSchooler's name
berger about my
Just received fresh supply Framage omitted from the list of winners of
de brie, Domestic Cammembert, Sier- prizes.
ra, Neufchatel Lunch Cheese, Pimien-to- ,
Three sections of trains Nos. 1 and
Wisconsin cream at Papens. Adv.
9 were run today, and, all with one
The city was quiet today because exception, were late. The first secof the closing of" all the business tion of train No. 1 arrived here on
OVERCOAT
houses belonging to the Jewish peo- time while all other trains from the
were
from
east
afternoon
this
n
noticed
All
merchants
running
the
ple.
f
an hour to one hour late.
slight decrease In business. The
I can
stores will reopen at 6 o'clock this
buy a Clothcraft
A. A. Sena, the well known rancher
16
until
and
remain
open
evening
Suit for
of Park Springs, this morning ano'clock.
nounced that he would finish work
The minister of the Christian Tab- on an automobile road from Santa
ernacle is pleaching some practical Rosa to Las Vegas within the next
sermons that apply to life here and two. weeks. This road will be one of
now. His themes for tomorrow will the best In the county when comand Character," and1 pleted. The road may be used to
be "Religion
"Saul's Experience as a Factor in His Fort Sumner and also Tucumcarl, and
will pass through La Llendre, Chaper-itLife." Both mesages wil' be
and Park Springs. Mr. Sena will
also' repair the wagon road. An auto
and get as good ,
The funeral of Mrs. Dolores Gon- mobile bridge will be built at Park
- S for.
., manv I nav $25
zales, who died, in Albuquerque on Springs on the automobile road.
j
Thursday, was held1 yesterday morn- With the new telephone system that
ing from the Sacred Heart church at has been installed at Park Springs
They're right in line
the Duke City. Mrs. Gonzales was a and Chaperito by Sena & Goke this
resident of Las Vegas and was newly road doubtless will prove popular with I with
everything
married. She had been living In tourists. Mr. Sena will keep gasoline
handy at Park Springs and will also ft
Albuquerque but a short time.
have any necessary article that the
While playing volleyball In the Y. automoblllsts may need in case of
M. C. A. gymansium yesterday after- emergency.
noon W. C. Dennis Bprained his ansells.
kle. The injury is what is called a
to
joint sprain and requires from two
four weeks to heal. Assisted by a
pair of crutches Mr. Dennis w,as able
Regular service will be held at the
to be at his office this morning.
First Presbyterian church tomorrow
EK
morning at 11 g'clock. Special music
will be rendered by the choir quartette composed. of Mrs, Ryman, Mrs.
Stearns, Mr. Smith and Mr. Guy. This
quartette will furnish special music
the winter. Everyone is
throughout
PROPRIETOR OF POPULAR RANCH
invited to attend the SuUt
cordially
RESORT IS MARRIED THIS
day morning services.
MORNING

iiiiyi

M

mm

Thats

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

,

FALL SUIT

OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital,

$100,000

Surplus, and Undivided Pkopits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac
commodaiion Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

$12.50, $15
$16.50 or $18

TIia '"""IP
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Gravity of
Night-Trad-

e

This picture tells a story

to success-

well-know- n

ful business men
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Edison
Mazda

r
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Ask your

suo

cessful business
friends about them
and then come and

see us.
ST-6-

Las Veas Light
and Power Co

;1

jvjj

U.J

E. Las

Vegas,'--

EVERYTHING

BEST OF

118"

EATABLE

'lf......

GOODS

ARE

TRt'BEST'lN THE

CITY

Give Them a Trial and Be Convinced

last

Watch your wife when she
plans a real shopping trip..
She will go where she intends to buy last.

That's good business
i
Try it
After you have seen all the1'
other clothes, you will appreciate

o
-

V-

-

SfyleplusfiT
Clothes

"

same price the world ova"

They are as fine in fabric, as
distinctive ia style and as well
made as many clothes which sell
for $20 to $25. .
The price of' STYLEPLUS
would have to be much higher If
the makers did not operate the
largest single clothing plant in the
world. And STYLEPLUS is the
supreme quality of this great
,
equipment.
See yourself in a STYLEPLUS
suit or overcoat. You will like the
clothes and you will appreciate
that the price is low.
PALACE CLOTHING CO.
Ben Lewis, Prop.

&

I1AYVARD

T.O.
CA

STO

11

SHADE

Comehere

New Mex.

Bakery Goods Fresh fc.very Day
Doughnuts,
Br'd, CeJces. Pies.
Cookies

II

'T'

("

K

Invesiigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD OOKPAHY,

9j?es

THE OLD RELIABLE

ASN WAGON
if'1""- -.

7

H.A.HARVEYWEDS

The

IMF

a..lr..L,

-

:

AT THE HOME OF

0UH

.j' ,'.(

as

f
THE

'JLV.i

CREEH8ERCER

The story! of

the trade- -

one-hal-

a... '11

Stort of Clothing Economy
STYLEPLUS Stor

Gfit

nU3
Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents

IS

At 10 o'clock this morning at the
parsonage of the First Methodist
church, Miss Emma Schade and Mr.
Hiram A. Harvey were united in wedImlock by Rev. E;'?C 'Anderson:
mediately folldwltrg Hie1 ceremony Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey left for the famous
Harvey ranch where they will reside.
The wedding came somewhat as a
surprise to the many friends of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey,,,,.They managed to

CUE

'APPLES

111

AT

--

rial!

01

THURSDAY, OCTOBER IB

OUCHER'S STORE'

ORIGINAL NEW

,TKE

0

Y

RK

WILLIAM A. "BKAIJY LTD.

keep the affair a secret until after
they left the city this morning.
Mrs. Harvey has been resident of
New Mexico for the past year, during
that time living at the Harvey ranch.
She is' well known In Las Vegas and
made many friends with the visitor's
at the Harvey ranch this summer. Her
former home is St. Louis. She made
the acquaintance of Mr. Harvey while
a visitor at. the ranch.
Mr. Harvey, ia, perhap-Jh- e
best
known resident of Las' Vegas. He has
resided at the Harvey ranch' fo'f .the
past 32 years and 1s one of the pio
neers of the state. He is known as
a kind hearted and lovable man and
his friends are numbered by his acquaintances. He is 75 years of &e,
but is as well preserved and active
as a man of 40.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey will reside
at the Harvey ranch. Mr. Harvey de-sires to spend the rest of his life at
the place he homesteaded 32 years
i
occupied since. Mr
ago and has
land Mrs. Harvey have the congratulations of all their friends In La3 vt.
gas and New Mexico.

)

Jonathans

Fancy
Ealing or

Macintoshes

Cooking

&Pewaukees

WE IIAVE

TON

OF THEM

BIT

THEY ASE GOING
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Presents

COMEDY

THE NEW YORK AND LONDON

'FAST.

SB

TRIUMPH

o n ra T7

I

JA?,:S F'lON 7G OMft Y
A COE7ZOY Of LOVE A&'D KGfJAfJCZ
FULL OF LAUGHS AKD THRILLS
DY

ROBERT OOr R

The NOTABLE COMPANY includes
NENA BLAKE
lHIt!LAS WOOD

ADELAIDE HASTINGS
MAkY CAKU' i
MAURICE BA
CLARKE SILV1,

See (he Window

.

.'

.IE

T E

JOHN O. BROWNELL
WYNNE
WALTER FREDERICKS
C LYDE NORTH
JOHN C FENTON
CLARENCE ROCKFELLER
GRAYDON TOX
ALBERT MATTISON and others
J3.

HENRY

tbll.LLE

"jet

M

ill Vfomen Whs. Arc
Play
riszl or xpssi to Bo
Pot

,

fflar- -

j

-

j

The Klntf un3 Queen of Kritrlnnd saw it twice (luririn its eitsht months' run at the
story they have yet seen on the
New Theatre, una pronounced It the ilnest love
-

stae

PRISES

7Cct $1QO amd $3.SO

Seats on Sale at Murphey's Oct. 12

